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Preface 
This handbook is supplemental to the college catalog. For further information about college 
policies, codes and regulations please see the William Jewell College Catalog and the William 
Jewell College Student Handbook located at www.jewell.edu. This handbook is supplemented 
by the Jewell Student Teaching Manual. Jewell teacher education students are responsible for 
reading and complying with all teacher education policies and procedures. If students have 
questions about any policy, they should consult their education advisor. Specific teacher 
education policies and procedures with which teacher education students must comply can be 
found in the Appendix of this manual. Additional information on our teacher education 
programs (i.e., Conceptual framework, teacher education assessment plans) can be found in 
the Teacher Education Policy Library online at www.jewell.edu/policy-library. 
 
The State of Missouri modifies teacher education program requirements in Missouri on a 
regular basis. To the best of our knowledge, we’ve included the current requirements for both 
Missouri teacher education programs and Missouri teacher certification in this handbook. 
However, we cannot guarantee that additional changes will not be made during this academic 
year. Please consult your education advisor if you have any questions about these policies and 
requirements, or which policies apply to you. The contents of this handbook are subject to 
revision IF the state makes changes, making it more important than ever to see your education 
advisor each semester. Policies and requirements in this handbook (and related policies in the 
Jewell Catalog) which are under the sole control of William Jewell College and the Department 
of Education are effective for 2022-2023. 
 

Faculty and Staff 
Dr. Michael Stoll .............................................. Associate Professor, Academic Advisor, Dept. Chair 
Dr. Jeanine Haistings  ...................................................................  Professor and Academic Advisor 
Dr. Amy Barth  .................................................................................................... Associate Professor 
Dr. Jace’Karmon Thomas  ................................................................................... Assistant Professor 
Michele Peck ........................................................................................................ Adjunct Instructor 
Dr. Debra Slaughter.............................................................................................. Adjunct Instructor 
Dr. Martin Jacobs ................................................................................................. Adjunct Instructor 
Dr. Tyler Shannon................................................................................................. Adjunct Instructor 
Katie Buzard ......................................................................................................... Adjunct Instructor 
Elise Sarasin .......................................................................................................... Adjunct Instructor 
Tracy Fields...................... Clinical & Graduate Program Coordinator/Teacher Certification Officer 
Cynthia Bratcher  ..................... Assessment Director/Student Records & Compliance Coordinator 

 
 

 

http://www.jewell.edu/
http://www.jewell.edu/policy-library
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Introduction 
The Teacher Education Programs at William Jewell College are housed in the Department of 
Education (DOE). The DOE works with other arts and sciences departments in the College to 
provide breadth and depth of content and pedagogical knowledge in our teacher education 
programs. The mission of our teacher education programs is to produce intentional teachers 
who:  

• are able to research, analyze and synthesize new information/points of view;  

• practice and acquire new skills;  

• are able to use that knowledge and those skills to teach and produce growth and 
learning in individual K-12 students; 

• reflect on and improve their own practice for the benefit of K-12 students. 
 

The DOE faculty has developed and continuously monitors teacher education curricula designed 
to accomplish our mission. If changes are needed to respond to new research findings in the 
field or to meet the changing demands of 
public schooling, education faculty develop 
those changes thoughtfully in consultation 
with the Jewell Teacher Education 
Committee and other colleagues. Once 
developed, changes to teacher education 
curricula are discussed with the Academic 
VP then sent to the faculty curriculum 
committee and ultimately the full Jewell 
faculty for adoption. Once approved by the 
Jewell faculty, changes to teacher 
education programs are then submitted to 
the Missouri Department of Elementary 
and Secondary Education for teacher 
education program approval. William 
Jewell College has offered teacher 
education since 1914 and has been approved by the State of Missouri to do so since at least 
1954. 

  

“The small class sizes, 

hands-on activities and 

connections made 

with professors at 

Jewell helped me be 

ready for the real 

world, the teaching 

world. The professors 

really wanted me to be 

successful, and they 

were truly invested in 

me and my career.” 

Sarah Holt Zamora ‘10 
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Learning Outcomes 
Throughout its history of producing high quality teachers, William Jewell College has held 
rigorous expectations for its graduates and has sought to produce high quality, professional 
teachers for K-12 classrooms. Undergraduate and graduate teacher education students are 
expected to achieve the following learning outcomes which the education faculty has identified 
as fundamental to the practice of professional teachers: 

1. Promote learning that considers the developmental differences, multiple needs, wide 
range of readiness levels and diverse backgrounds of all students; 

2. Design, implement and deliver clear, accurate, effective coherent, standards-based 
instruction using high leverage teaching strategies; 

3. Design and implement effective, standards-based assessments which produce useful 
data about their K-12 students’ performance and use that evidence to inform and 
modify future instructional planning and implementation; 

4. Manage the classroom environment to create a respectful, culturally responsive and 
productive classroom that promotes effective learning; and 

5. Become a reflective practitioner by gathering and using information from colleagues, 
supervisors, professional organizations and research in order to improve their own 
practice and the contexts in which they teach. 

 
The education faculty expects graduate students who are practicing teachers to enter advanced 
study of the field with the above outcomes mastered at a developmentally appropriate 
professional level and to advance their knowledge and skills to achieve the following learning 
outcomes: 

1. Design effective instruction and adapt curricular resources to address the differences 
in students’ readiness, needs, and interests within their classroom. 

2. Use the basic tenets of educational research to study their own classroom and use the 
results to inform instructional practice. 

3. Design a data collection plan, including valid and reliable formative and summative 
assessments, to gather and analyze evidence on student progress towards learning 
goals which then informs instructional practice. 

4. Communicate the importance of effective instructional practices and describe the 
important aspects of growth-centered learning environments to colleagues and other 
publics. 

 
The conceptual framework, curriculum scope and sequence, and the Teacher Education 
Assessment Plans can be found in Teacher Education policy library (www.jewell.edu/policy-
library) on Jewell Central and provide additional information about our programs. These 
curricular guidelines, and educational policies and procedures have been adopted by the 
education faculty to promote the achievement of these learning outcomes in our teacher 
education students. They have also been designed to be in compliance with state of Missouri 
and federal regulations. 

http://www.jewell.edu/policy-library
http://www.jewell.edu/policy-library
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Accreditation, Programs & Institutional 
Memberships 
William Jewell College is accredited by the Higher Learning Commission of the North Central 
Association of Colleges and Schools. The following undergraduate Teacher Education Programs 
are approved by the Missouri Department of Elementary and Secondary Education (DESE): 
 

Elementary (grades 1-6) Secondary (grades 9-12) All level (grades K-12) 

Prepared to teach all 
subjects in an elementary 
classroom 

Biology* Spanish 

Chemistry* Choral (Vocal) Music 
English Instrumental Music 

Mathematics*  

Physics*  

Social Studies  

Speech & Theatre (Communications)*  
*All undergraduate secondary education majors must meet the content requirements for 
Missouri teacher certification. In all fields except the sciences, math, and speech/theatre, 
students must double major plus complete specific courses required for certification. In the 
sciences, math, and speech/theatre, students have the option of either majoring OR minoring 
in the field plus completing specific courses required for teacher certification.  
 
Advising check sheets with all courses required for the degree and teacher certification are 
available from your Education advisor. Self-serve lists degree requirements in one section and 
certification requirements in another section – all teacher education students must complete 
both sets of requirements in order to recommended for teacher certification.  
 

The following Graduate Teacher Education Programs are approved by the Missouri Department 
of Elementary and Secondary Education (DESE) as Alternative Teacher Certification Programs: 
 

Secondary (grades 9-12) All level (grades K-12) 
Biology Art 

Business Chinese 
Chemistry Family & Consumer Sciences 

Earth Science French 

English German 

Journalism Health 

Marketing Instrumental Music 
Mathematics Physical Education 

Physics Spanish 

Social Studies Choral (Vocal) Music 

Speech & Theatre (Communications)  
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The Music Department is a member of National Association of Schools of Music (NASM). 
 
The Education Department is a member of: 

• American Association of Colleges for Teacher Education (AACTE) 

• Missouri Association of Colleges for Teacher Education (MACTE) 

• Association of Independent Liberal Arts Colleges for Teacher Education (AILACTE) 
 
PLANNING A TEACHER EDUCATION PROGRAM 
Students who pursue teacher certification in one of the fields above at Jewell must be admitted 
to and complete a teacher education program. A timetable for completing requirements 
follows. Although an undergraduate teacher education program can be completed in four 
years, the sequence is tight. Therefore, it is very important for teacher education students to 
meet with all advisors every semester and monitor their program to ensure teacher 
education admission on time (January of a student’s second year for traditional 
undergraduates in order to graduate in four years) and all requirements are met. 
 

Undergraduate Program Timetable 

FIRST YEAR 

• Review the Student Handbook for Teacher Education & Certification. 

• Students interested in teacher education should declare their major as soon as possible. 

• Complete all CTI level 1 requirements. 

• Complete the FBI Fingerprint Background Check at the start of EDU 175. 

• Provide verification of liability insurance to the Department of Administrative Student 
Records Coordinator before beginning fieldwork – this verification must be provided 
each academic year. 

• Complete and sign the Fieldwork Forms in Etrieve – these forms must be signed each 
academic year. 
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SOPHOMORE YEAR 

• Meet the Missouri requirement for passing a 
general knowledge entrance examination for 
teacher education. There are two options 
accepted by Missouri – the ACT OR the MoGEA. If 
you have taken the ACT and achieved a composite 
score of 21 or better and have completed the 
Writing portion of the ACT and reported this score 
to Jewell, you have met this requirement. If you 
have not met these conditions for the ACT then 
you will have to take either the ACT or the MoGEA 
exam (Missouri General Education Assessment) as 
soon as you feel able to pass it; must be passed by 
May of sophomore year (must pass within first 
three attempts).  

• Students are admitted to a Jewell teacher 
education program on completion of the criteria 
outlined in this Handbook. If students do not obtain 
admission during their sophomore year, the 
program will likely take longer than 4 years. 

• Students must be admitted to teacher education before being allowed to take 300 level 
education courses. 

• Complete the Family Care Safety Registry prior to the second fieldwork experience (EDU 
214). 

• Provide verification of liability insurance to the Department of Education’s Student 
Records Coordinator before beginning fieldwork – this verification must be provided 
each academic year. 

• Complete and sign the Fieldwork Forms in Etrieve – these forms must be signed each 
academic year. 

 
JUNIOR YEAR 

• Application for Student Teaching Placement by December 15. Students must be 
accepted into a teacher education program before applying to student teach. Only those 
students meeting the requirements and accepted for student teaching will be permitted 
to enroll in the student teaching courses.  

• Take the required Missouri Content Assessment(s) prior to the March Reporting 
Window. One MoCA score MUST be on file prior to fall advising. Failure to pass the 
MoCA will affect where AND POSSIBLY IF, the student teacher can be placed for student 
teaching as some districts require passage of MoCA prior to student teaching. If MoCA is 
not passed prior to fall advising (and hence registration for student teaching), it is UP TO 
THE teacher education student to TAKE THE RISK of registering for student teaching 
without having met the teacher certification testing requirements. Consult the Clinical & 

“The Education Department has  

become a second family to me. They have 

pushed me past limits I didn't think I could be 

pushed in the realm of academics.” 

Mackenzie Giegling ‘18 
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Graduate Program Coordinator/Teacher Certification Officer about the correct content 
test to take.  

• Complete and sign the Fieldwork Forms in Etrieve – these forms must be signed each 
academic year. 

• Provide verification of liability insurance to the Department of Education’s Student 
Records Coordinator before beginning fieldwork – this verification must be provided 
each academic year.  

• An FBI Fingerprint Background Check is required for student teaching; Jewell’s 
Department of Education will facilitate that through the “RAP back” process. Some 
districts have their own process. Also, at the end of the program, another background 
check will have to be completed through the Missouri Department of Elementary and 
Secondary Education (DESE) for teacher certification. Carefully read and follow all 
instructions regarding background checks that are given to you after you are approved 
for a student teaching placement. 

• Apply for graduation. 
 

SENIOR YEAR 

• Review the Student Teaching Handbook. 

• Provide verification of liability insurance to the Department of Education’s Student 
Record’s Coordinator before beginning student teaching placement. 

• Complete and sign the Fieldwork Forms in Etrieve – these forms must be signed each 
academic year. 

• Application for Missouri Teaching Certificate – Apply for teacher certification and 
complete FBI background check through DESE online at the DESE website. Instructions 
will be disseminated during the student teaching seminar, but you can also find this 
information in the Appendix of this Handbook.  

• Students desiring certification in another state must first complete all requirements for 
a Missouri teaching certificate. Once Jewell has recommended a graduate for 
certification in the State of Missouri that person should apply directly to the department 
of education in any other state in which certification is desired, after graduation.  

• MoCA – Missouri Content Assessment – The content area assessments must be passed 
at the standard set by Missouri DESE in order for a teacher candidate (teacher education 
graduate) to be recommended for teacher certification. 

• MEES – Missouri Educator Evaluation System – The Missouri standards for teacher 
education candidate performances is used to evaluate the student teaching 
performance. In order for William Jewell College to recommend you for teacher 
certification you must achieve a grade of “C” or higher on MEES by the Education 
faculty. See grading rubric in the Jewell Student Teaching Manual found in the policy 
library on Jewell Central. 
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DISCLOSURES 
All Jewell Teacher Education Programs are designed to meet the educational requirements for 
teacher certification in the State of Missouri. Determinations regarding professional licensure 
and certification eligibility associated with this program are outlined below.  

• Undergraduate Teacher Education Programs (elementary and secondary/K-12) meet the 
educational requirements for professional licensure and/or certification as a 
PROFESSION in Missouri.  

• A determination has not been made as to whether or not the program meets the 
educational requirements for professional licensure and/or certification as a 
PROFESSION in Alabama, Alaska, Arizona, Arkansas, California, Colorado, Connecticut, 
Delaware, Florida, Georgia, Hawaii, Idaho, Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, Kansas, Kentucky, 
Louisiana, Maine, Maryland, Massachusetts, Michigan, Minnesota, Mississippi, 
Montana, Nebraska, Nevada, New Hampshire, New Jersey, New Mexico, New York, 
North Carolina, North Dakota, Ohio, Oklahoma, Oregon, Pennsylvania, Rhode Island, 
South Carolina, South Dakota, Tennessee, Texas, Utah, Vermont, Virginia, Washington 
(State), West Virginia, Wisconsin, Wyoming, Washington  District of Columbia, 
American Samoa, Guam, the U.S. Virgin Islands or the Commonwealths of Puerto Rico 
and the Northern Marianas Islands.  
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Program Requirements 
The next pages provide an overview of the curricular requirements for and the concepts 
covered in William Jewell College’s Teacher Education Programs. Jewell’s teacher education 
conceptual framework, teacher education assessment plan, and scope and sequence can be 
found in the Teacher Education Policy Library online at www.jewell.edu/policy-library. 
 
PRE-REQUISITE SKILLS FOR TEACHER EDUCATION STUDENTS 
 
WRITING STANDARD 
All teacher education students must demonstrate written communication competence. In 
addition to successful completion of CTI 102, Written Communication, the student must 
continue to exhibit strong written communication skills in education course work. If a student is 
not demonstrating competence the student will be advised to seek services from the Academic 
Achievement Center and file a Care Team referral. Failure to demonstrate written 
communication competence prior to applying to student teaching will be cause to deny or defer 
admission to student teaching.  
 
ORAL COMMUNICATION STANDARD 
All teacher education students must demonstrate oral communication competence. If a student 
doesn’t demonstrate oral competency in fieldwork or coursework (as observed by 
instructor/supervisor) they must take COM 100 and earn a grade of “B” or better. Failure to 
demonstrate oral communication competence 
prior to applying for a student teaching placement 
may result in delay of or denial to student 
teaching. 
 
NUMERACY STANDARD 
All teacher education students must demonstrate 
basic mathematical competence. In addition to 
successful completion of CTI 105, Math for the 
Liberal Arts (or equivalent), the student must 
continue to exhibit knowledge/use of mathematics 
in education course work. If the student does not 
demonstrate competency the student will be 
counseled to seek learning opportunities. Failure 
to demonstrate numeracy competence prior to 
applying to student teaching will be cause to deny 
or defer admission to student teaching. 
  

https://www.jewell.edu/policy-library
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Elementary Education 
OVERVIEW 
The Elementary Teacher Education program at William Jewell College prepares students to 
teach grades 1-6. It is designed to provide students with learning opportunities, which build 
their knowledge and understanding of how young children grow, develop and learn, how 
schools are structured and operate, and effective teaching methods to facilitate growth and 
learning. Elementary teacher education students apply and expand upon this knowledge by 
utilizing skills learned in course work in multiple field experiences throughout the program. 
 
Advising: All elementary teacher education majors must be advised by an elementary 
education advisor once each semester. 
 
Professional Education coursework: In addition to Jewell CTI Core Curriculum, elementary 
education students are required to complete one additional course in each of the following 
content fields for teacher certification:  

• Science (ordinarily Science 101, Integrated Science for Elementary Education but can be 
met through completion of two lab sciences, one Biology & one non-Bio (chem, physics 
or physical science). 

• GEO 304, Economic Geography. 
 
Elementary education courses required for the major which meet Missouri Teacher 
Certification requirements are: 
EDU 175 Culturally Responsive Teaching (2) 
EDU 204 Teaching Art, Music, PE (1) 
EDU 206 Teaching Diverse Learners (4)  
EDU 214 Clinical Fieldwork III (1) 
EDU 220 High Leverage Teaching Strategies (4) 
EDU 250 Integrated Literacy & Assessment I: Emergent (4) 
EDU 260 Elementary Math Content & Methods I (4) 
EDU 270 Elementary Math Content & Methods II (4) 
EDU 275 Instructional Design and Assessment (4) 
EDU 299 Integrated Literacy & Assessment II: Intermediate (4) 
EDU 305 Writing Instruction for Diverse Learners (4) 
EDU 311 Clinical Fieldwork IV (1) 
EDU 315 Clinical Fieldwork V (1) 
EDU 316 Integrating Science and Social Studies in the Elementary Curriculum (4) 
EDU 401 Reflective Student Teaching Seminar (4) 
EDU 410 Student Teaching for Elementary School Teachers I (4-6) 
EDU 411 Student Teaching for Elementary School Teachers II (8) 
EDU 501 Intro to Differentiated Instruction (4) 
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Secondary Education 
OVERVIEW 
Due to the way that teacher certification rules are structured, teacher education programs 
leading to teacher certification in grades 9-12 or K-12 are considered to be secondary teacher 
education programs. William Jewell College secondary teacher education programs prepare 
students to teach a specific content subject in either grades 9-12 (English, Biology, Chemistry, 
Math, Social Studies, Speech and Theatre, or Physics) or K-12 (Choral or Instrumental Music or 
Spanish). K-12 programs cover all grade levels and include field experiences at a minimum of 
two different grade levels (elementary/middle/secondary).  
 
Secondary teacher education students at Jewell build knowledge and understanding of how 
adolescents grow, develop and learn, how schools are structured and operate, and effective 
teaching methods to facilitate growth and learning. Secondary teacher education students 
apply and expand upon this knowledge by utilizing skills learned in course work in multiple field 
experiences throughout the program. 
 
Advising: Secondary/K-12 Education majors must be double majors and MUST be advised by 
both content and education advisors each semester.  
 
Professional Education coursework: In addition to Jewell CTI Core Curriculum, undergraduate 
secondary education students are required to complete either a major or a minor in their 
content field including all Missouri teacher certification content course requirements. 
Secondary teacher education Courses required for the major which meet Missouri Teacher 
Certification requirements are: 
EDU 175 Culturally Responsive Teaching (2) 
EDU 206 Teaching Diverse Learners (4) 
EDU 214 Clinical Fieldwork III (1) 
EDU 220 High Leverage Teaching Strategies (4) 
EDU 275 Instructional Design and Assessment (4) 
EDU 280 Disciplinary Literacy and Methods of Teaching Content (4-5) Only Music Education 
majors can take this for 4 credits 
EDU 311 Clinical Fieldwork IV (1) 
EDU 315 Clinical Fieldwork V (1) 
EDU 308 Literacy Interventions in Secondary Classrooms (4) 
EDU 401 Reflective Student Teaching Seminar (4) 
EDU 420 Student Teaching in Secondary School I (4-6) & EDU 421 Student Teaching in 
Secondary School II (8) OR  
EDU 425 Student Teaching in Grades K-12 I (4-6) & EDU 426 Student Teaching in Grades K-12 II (8) 
EDU 501 Intro to Differentiated Instruction (4) 
 
Content Knowledge: Undergraduate Secondary Education majors must double major in 
secondary education and in the field in which they desire to be certified to teach, except in the 
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case of the sciences, math or speech/theatre in which students can choose to major or minor 
but all Missouri certification requirements must be met in all cases. The Jewell advising sheet 
for the specific program (i.e., English and Secondary Education) includes all degree and 
certification requirements and secondary education majors should follow the advising sheet 
from their year of entry into the program. Secondary education majors should also consult with 
both their education advisor and their content field advisor each semester about their progress 
toward all requirements in terms of degree and certification completion.  
 
The knowledge, skills and competencies described above are considered foundational to 
achievement of the Missouri Standards for Professional Educators (MoSPE) established by the 
State of Missouri Standards 1 and 2 and the Missouri Educator Evaluation System (MEES 
standards) for teacher candidates. Since teacher education students must successfully meet 
these standards to be recommended for teacher certification, failure by any teacher education 
student to exhibit knowledge or skill competence in any of the areas above will result in a Care 
Team referral. If the Care Team issues are not resolved, student failure to exhibit the required 
performances may result in either denial to or release from a teacher education program. 
Current MoSPE Standards 1 and 2 and MEES standards can be found in the Appendix. 
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Master of Arts in Teaching (MAT) Alternative 
Teacher Certification Program 
OVERVIEW 

The Master of Arts in Teaching (Secondary Education) is an alternative teacher education 

program that requires 30 Education credit hours for the graduate degree and 17-31 credits of 
undergraduate Education course work for Missouri teacher Certification depending upon the 

area of certification. The program may be completed in one or two years and leads to 

secondary (high school) teacher certification by the State of Missouri in the following fields and 
grade levels. 
Art (K-12) 
Biology (9-12) 
Business (9-12) 
Chemistry (9-12) 
Chinese (K-12) 
Earth Science (9-12) 
English (9-12) 
Family and Consumer Science (K-12) 
French (K-12) 
German (K-12) 
Health (K-12) 
Journalism (9-12) 
Marketing (9-12) 
Mathematics (9-12) 
Music - Instrumental (K-12) 
Music - Vocal (K-12) 
Physical Education (K-12) 
Physics (9-12) 
Social Science (9-12) 
Spanish (K-12) 
Speech/Theatre (9- 12)  
 
Student teaching is full year at accredited schools within 30 miles of Jewell under the 
supervision of a Jewell supervisor and a school cooperating teacher familiar with the Jewell 
model of teacher education.  
 
Advising: Graduate students should contact the graduate advisor frequently to insure they are 
on track for program completion. 
 
Professional Education coursework required is listed below in the semesters in which courses 
are usually offered. Master’s degree courses have an asterisk and are required for the degree. 
The remaining courses in the chart below are undergraduate courses which MUST be 
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completed for teacher certification. Music Education candidates have additional music 
courses required. 

Courses required for Master’s Degree* & Alternative Teacher Certification 
Summer  
EDU 220 High Leverage Teaching Strategies, (4) credits  
EDU 601 Intro to Ed Research, (4) credits*  
EDU 504 Diverse Learners, (4) credits*  
EDU 175 Culturally Responsive Teaching (2) credits 

Fall 
EDU 212 Fieldwork I, (1) credit – First 7 weeks 
EDU 213 Fieldwork II, (1) credit – First 7 weeks 
[In the event a Jewell undergrad has completed either of the above or EDU 214, 311, &/or 
315; that coursework can meet the requirement for this program. Regardless of which 
fieldwork courses are taken, 2 courses of 1 credit each are required.] 
EDU 507 Graduate Instructional Design & Assessment, (4) credits - day class scheduled 
around student teaching* 
EDU 501 Differentiated Instruction, (4) credits – evening* 
EDU 510 Graduate Student Teaching I, (4) credits – in schools during the day.* 
Spring 
EDU 280 Disciplinary Literacy & Methods, (5) credits – scheduled around student teaching 
EDU 308 Literacy Intervention, (4) credits – scheduled around student teaching [only 
required for 9-12; not K-12] 
EDU 520 Graduate Seminar, (4) credits - evening*  
EDU 511 Graduate Student Teaching II, (6) credits – in schools during the day.* 

 

Content Knowledge: The MAT program requires an undergraduate or graduate content degree 
with a major in the field to be taught or in a closely related field which serves as verification of 
content knowledge. In addition, candidates admitted to the MAT program must take and pass 
the Missouri Content Assessment before the end of their first semester in the program which 
provides further verification of content knowledge and mastery pertinent to the teacher 
certification field. A list of likely “related fields” for teacher certification can be found in the 
Appendix. 
 
The knowledge, skills and competencies described above are considered foundational to 
achievement of the Missouri Standards for Professional Educators (MoSPE) established by the 
State of Missouri Standards 1 and 2 and the Missouri Educator Evaluation System (MEES 
standards) for teacher candidates. Since teacher education students must successfully meet 
these standards to be recommended for teacher certification, failure by any teacher education 
student to exhibit knowledge or skill competence in any of the areas above will result in a Care 
Team referral. If the Care Team issues are not resolved, student failure to exhibit the required 
performances may result in either denial to or release from a teacher education program. 
Current MoSPE Standards 1 and 2 and MEES standards can be found in the Appendix. 
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Four-Year Plans/Guarantee 
As a single major, the elementary education major is eligible for the four-year guarantee as long 
as the student is advised in the education department every semester and carefully follows the 
plan laid out by the advisor. If the student changes his/her schedule after advising without 
Education advisor approval the four-year guarantee is void in this program. 
 
The undergraduate secondary education 
major, by virtue of being a double major is 
not eligible for the four-year guarantee; 
nevertheless, education advisor’s endeavor 
to help the undergraduate student to finish 
in four years with careful advising. It is 
possible in most fields but even though 
science and math students may elect to do 
a minor instead of a major – plus 
certification coursework – the extensive 
nature and complexity of these courses of 
study make four-year completion difficult 
in the sciences and math.  
 
Sample four-year plans are offered on the 
next pages. These are guidelines (not a guarantee) and are premised on a student beginning at 
Jewell in their first year and do not apply to transfer students. As noted elsewhere in the 
Handbook, transfer students will generally need to complete at least three years, or more, at 
Jewell if they are pursuing teacher education.  
 
In any case, if the student drops courses and/or changes his/her schedule to include courses 
not required for the degree or teacher certification there is no four-year guarantee, and the 
course of study is likely to be extended beyond four years. Our advisors work hard to ensure 
that every student graduates in the shortest time possible but if a student does not follow our 
advice, we cannot guarantee timely graduation. This again underscores the need for the 
student to be advised by their Education advisor every semester and not to change their 
semester plan after advising without checking in with their Education advisor. The student is 
also responsible for following their own progress toward degree and teacher certification in the 
self-serve system and for raising questions with their Education advisor whenever they don’t 
understand their trajectory toward graduation and certification. 
 
 
 
 
 
 



4 YEAR PLAN FOR B.S. ELEMENTARY EDUCATION MAJORS 2022-2023 

To complete in 4 years, the student must enroll in an average of 16 semester hours each semester*. 
Semester tuition includes up to 18 cr. (more is an overload which requires approval/triggers additional tuition).  

Education course sequencing as below is set; other courses may ‘trade’ semesters with advisor permission.  
GRADE OF “C-” OR HIGHER REQUIRED and a 3.0 GPA IN ALL EDU and Program courses are required for certification. 

Fall – Freshman Year  Spring – Freshman Year 

Course Credit Hours  Course Credit Hours 

2 to 3 of the following as needed: 
CTI 100 Responsible Self (4) 
CTI 102 Written Comm. (4) 
CTI 105 Math for the Liberal Arts (4) OR  CTI 
103, 107, 109  
CTI 150 Identity & Society (2) 

6-8  

Complete the following as needed: 
CTI 100 Responsible Self (4) 
CTI 102 Written Comm. (4) 
CTI 105 Math for the Liberal Arts (4) OR 
CTI 103, 107, 109 
CTI 150 Identity & Society (2) 

6-8 

EDU 206 Teaching Diverse Learners 4  EDU 175 Culturally Responsive Teaching 2 

SCI 101 Integrated Sciences for Elementary 
Educators + lab (odd Falls) (5) OR 
PSY 205 Child Development OR Elective 

2-5  EDU 204 Teaching Art, Music, PE 1 

Elective (recommend related to Elem Curr.) IF 
needed to achieve 16+ credits 

(4)  GEO 304 Economic Geography (4) 4 

   
Elective (recommend related to Elem Curr.) IF 
needed to achieve 15+ credits 

2-4 

Total Credit Hours as needed for degree*: *16-17  Total Credit Hours as needed for degree* *15-17 

Fall – Sophomore Year  Spring – Sophomore Year 

EDU 214 Clinical Fieldwork I 1  EDU 213 Clinical Fieldwork (Optional) (1) 

EDU 220 High Leverage Teaching Strategies 4 
 EDU 250 Integrated Literacy & Assessment I: 

Emergent 
4 

SCI 101 Integrated Sciences for Elementary 
Educators + lab (5) OR PSY 205 Child 
Development OR Elective 

2-5 
 

EDU 260 Elem Math Content/Methods I 4 

CTI 2XX Sacred & Secular OR Culture & 
Traditions 

4 
 CTI 2XX Science, Technology & the Human 

Experience  
4 

Elective (recommend related to Elem Curr.) 4 
 CTI 2XX Sacred & Secular OR Culture & 

Traditions 
4 

Total Credit Hours as needed for degree* *15-18  Total Credit Hours as needed for degree* *16-17 

Fall – Junior Year  Spring – Junior Year 

EDU 311 Clinical Fieldwork II 1  EDU 315 Clinical Fieldwork III 1 

EDU 270 Elem Math Content/Methods II 4 
 EDU 316 Integrating Science & Social Studies 

in the Elementary Curriculum 
4 

EDU 275 Instructional Design & Assessment 4 

 Diversity & Inclusion remaining US or Global 
course if not met already through other EDU 
or CTI course work OR Elective (recommend 
related to Elem Curr.) 

4 

EDU 299 Integrated Literacy & Assessment II: 
Intermediate 

4 
 

CTI Capstone 4 

Diversity & Inclusion – Global or US course - if 
not already met by EDU or CTI course work 
OR Elective (recommend related to Elem) 

4 
 

Elective (recommend related to Elem Curr.) if 
required for degree credits 

(4) 

Total Credit Hours as needed for degree* *17   Total Credit Hours as needed for degree* *13-17 

Fall – Senior Year  Spring – Senior Year 

EDU 410 Student Teaching for Elementary 
Teachers I 

4-6 
 EDU 411 Student Teaching for Elementary 

Teachers II 
8 

EDU 501 Intro to Differentiated Instruction 4  EDU 401 Reflective Student Teaching Seminar 4 

EDU 305 Writing Instruction for Diverse 
Learners 

4 
 Evening course or IS if any degree 

requirement remains. 
(4) 

Total Credit Hours as needed for degree* *12-14  Total Credit Hours as needed for degree* *12-16 
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*Taking the MINIMUM # of credits listed in each semester above will NOT ACHIEVE 
GRADUATION; taking the MAXIMUM # of credits listed WILL but other semester credit 
variations must be planned with the Education advisor to achieve the required 124 credits for 
the Jewell degree. Dual/transfer credits, etc. MAY enable a student to take fewer than 16 
credits a semester, but each student’s situation is different. In order to satisfy requirements 
for the Jewell four-year Guarantee, students must also satisfy the requirements stated in the 
Four-Year Guarantee General Guidelines. 
 
Above, the Department of Education provides a detailed, four-year curriculum guide. If 
students successfully and precisely follow this plan, they will be guaranteed graduation with a 
Bachelor of Science in Elementary Education in four years. Variation for elective or 
recommended courses is allowed. However, education courses are offered only in the 
semesters they are shown. Therefore, in order to meet requirements for the four-year 
guarantee, all EDU classes must be taken in the sequence and semester noted above during 
the student's second, third and fourth years. Below are the absolute requirements students 
must meet to guarantee graduation with a Bachelor of Science in Education in four years. 
 
In order to qualify for the four-year Graduation Guarantee, students must: 

• By the end of the first year, students must: 
o Complete all CTI Level I requirements. 
o Satisfactorily complete a minimum of 32 credit hours. 

• By the end of the second year (or prior to initiation of the third year where noted), 
students must 

o Be admitted to teacher education (teacher education admission requirements 
can be found in this Handbook below). 

o Meet the Missouri requirement for passing a general knowledge entrance 
examination for teacher education.  

o Completed two Level II CTI courses and a Jewell Diversity U.S. or Global prior to 
the initiation of the third year. 

o Satisfactorily completed SCI 101; EDU 206, 214, 220, 250, 260 (with a grade of C- 
or higher and an overall Education GPA of 3.0 or higher) and a minimum of 68 
credit hours. 

• By the end of the third year (or prior to initiation of the fourth year, where noted), 
students must 

o Satisfactorily completed everything listed in years one and two and: GEO 304 
and EDU 270, 275, 299, 311, 315, 316 (with a grade of C- or higher and an overall 
Education GPA of 3.0 or higher) and a minimum of 100 credit hours. 

o Be admitted to student teaching (student teaching to be done in the fourth year; 
student teaching admission requirements can be found in this Handbook below. 

o Complete the balance of Level II CTI courses and both Jewell Diversity classes 
prior to the initiation of the fourth year. 

• By the end of the fourth year, students must  
o Complete CTI Capstone 
o Satisfactorily complete EDU 305, 401, 410, 411, and 501 (with a grade of C- or 

higher and an overall Education GPA of 3.0 or higher). 
o Complete all remaining degree and certification requirements. 
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4-YEAR PLAN FOR SECONDARY EDUCATION MAJORS 2022-2023 
-This is a broad approximate plan for all secondary education majors except music, for whom a different plan follows.  
-A double major is required for future teachers of English, Music, Social Science (History) or Spanish. Future teachers of Biology, 
Chemistry, Physics, Math or Speech/Theatre may choose a double major or minor in their content. BA or BS degree (& foreign 
language requirement) is determined by primary major which is the content major for all but minors. THERE IS NO FOUR-YEAR 
guarantee in Secondary Education because of extensive double degree requirements which means few or no electives in this program. 
-Some Missouri certification requirements may not be included in the Jewell content major, one or more of which may not be in this 
four-year plan (consult EDU advisor). Grades of ‘C-‘ or higher & a 3.0 GPA in all EDU & Content courses are required for certification.  

Fall – Freshman Year  Spring – Freshman Year 

Course Credit Hours  Course Credit Hours 

2 to 3 of the following: 
CTI 100 Responsible Self (4) 
CTI 102 Written Comm. (4) 
CTI 105 Math for the Liberal Arts (4) 
CTI 150 Identity & Society (2) 

6-8 

 Remaining 2 to 3 of the following: 
CTI 100 Responsible Self (4) 
CTI 102 Written Comm. (4) 
CTI 105 Math for the Liberal Arts (4) 
CTI 150 Identity & Society (2) 

6-8 

EDU 206 Teaching Diverse Learners 
4  Foreign Language I, II or III – IF BA degree OR 

Required Content Major/Minor/Cert Course – 
IF BS degree 

4 

Required Content Major/Minor Course 4  EDU 175 Culturally Responsive Teaching 2 

   Required Content Major/Minor Course 4 

Total Credit Hours 14-16  Total Credit Hours 16-18 

Fall – Sophomore Year  Spring – Sophomore Year 

EDU 214 Clinical Fieldwork I 1  EDU 213 Alt Clin Fieldwork II (optional) (1) 

EDU 220 High Leverage Teaching Strategies 4 
 EDU 308 Literacy Interventions in the 

Secondary Classroom (not required for K-12 
fields, only 9-12) 

4 

CTI 2XX Science, Technology & Human 
Experience (S&T) 

4 

 CTI 2XX Sacred & Secular (S&S) OR  
CTI 284 School & Society or other P&J OR 
CTI 2XX Culture & Traditions (C&T) as 
required 

4 

Required Content Major/Minor Course 4  Required Content Major/Minor Course 4 

Foreign Language – (if not already met) OR 
Required Content Major/Minor/Cert Course 

4 
 Foreign Language – (if not already met) OR 

Required Content Major/Minor/Cert Course 
4 

Total Credit Hours 17  Total Credit Hours 16-17 

Fall – Junior Year  Spring – Junior Year 

EDU 311 Clinical Fieldwork II 1  EDU 315 Clinical Fieldwork in Schools III 1 

EDU 275 Instructional Design & Assessment 4 
 EDU 280 Disciplinary Literacy & Methods of 

Instruction *5 credits for all but Music 
4-5* 

CTI 2XX Sacred & Secular OR  
CTI 284 School & Society or other P&J OR 
CTI 2XX Culture & Traditions – as still required 

4 
 

Required Content Major/Minor/Cert Course 
 

4 

Required Content Major/Minor/Cert Course 4  Required Content Capstone 4 

Diversity & Inclusion course if not already 
completed or Required Content Major/Minor 

4 
 

CTI 4XX CTI Capstone 4 

Total Credit Hours 17  Total Credit Hours 17-18 

Fall – Senior Year  Spring – Senior Year 

EDU 420 Student Teaching in Secondary 
Schools I  OR 
EDU 425 Student Teaching Grades K-12 I 

4-6 
 EDU 421 Student Teaching in Secondary 

Schools II   OR 
EDU 426 Student Teaching Grades K-12 II 

8 

EDU 501 Intro to Differentiated Instruction 4  EDU 401 Reflective Student Teaching Seminar 4 

Remaining Global or US Diversity & Inclusion 
if not completed or Required Content Major 

4  Evening course or IS if any degree 
requirement remains. 

(4) 

Total Credit Hours 12-14  Total Credit Hours 12-16 
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4-YEAR PLAN FOR BS MUSIC & SECONDARY EDUCATION 2022-2023 

Double Major in Music Ed and Secondary Ed required. To complete Music Education degree in 4 years it is critical that the student 
follows THIS plan with no exceptions. Courses can be moved around if absolutely necessary but there are NO electives & the semester 

totals should be the same. A grade of C- or higher is required in ALL EDU AND MUSIC courses. For more info. see Music Handbook. 

Fall – Freshman Year  Spring – Freshman Year 

Course Credit Hours  Course Credit Hours 

CTI 100 Responsible Self  4  CTI 102 Written Comm. 4 

CTI 150 Identity & Society 2  CTI 105 Math for the Liberal Arts 4 

EDU 206 Teaching Diverse Learners 4  EDU 175 Culturally Responsive Teaching 2 

MUS 120 Music Theory as Taught by Beatles 3  MUS 122 Keyboard Skills I 1 

MUS 214 Applied Study 1  MUS 130 Music Theory as Taught by Bach 3 

MUS 311 Musical Leadership 4  MUS 214 Applied Study 1 

MUS XXX Ensemble 0  MUS 312 Instrumental Mus Workshop: Band 2 

   MUS 352 Methods in Woodwind Instruments 1 

   MUS XXX Ensemble 0 

Total Credit Hours 18  Total Credit Hours 18 

Fall – Sophomore Year  Spring – Sophomore Year 

EDU 220 High Leverage Teaching Strategies 4  EDU 214 Clinical Fieldwork in Schools I 1 

MUS 121 Ear Training I 2 
 EDU 280 Disciplinary Literacy & Methods of 

Instruction *5 credits for all other EDU Majors 
4* 

MUS 132 Keyboard Skills II 1  MUS 214 Applied Study 1 

MUS 214 Applied Study 1  MUS 131 Ear Training II 2 

MUS 220 Structural Form in Music 2  MUS 222 Keyboard Skills III 1 

MUS 313 Instrumental Music Workshop: 
Strings + Lab 

4 
 

MUS 314 Choral/Vocal Music Workshop + Lab 4 

MUS 335 Music in Non-Western Tradition 2  MUS 340 20th Century Music Theory & History 3 

MUS 353 Methods in Brass & Percussion 
Instruments 

1 
 

Two ensembles per Music & Scholarship req. 0 

Two ensembles per Music & Scholarship req. 0    

Total Credit Hours 17  Total Credit Hours 16 

Fall – Junior Year  Spring – Junior Year 

EDU 311 Clinical Fieldwork in Schools IV 1  EDU 315 Clinical Fieldwork in Schools III 1 

EDU 275 Instructional Design & Assessment 4  CTI 2XX Power & Justice 4 

CTI 2XX Science, Technology & Human Exp. 4  CTI 2XX Sacred & Secular 4 

MUS 232 Keyboard Skills IV 1  MUS 414 Applied Study 1 

MUS 331Monteverdi to Messiah 1600-1750 2  MUS 332 Music of Rococo, Rev. & Roman 2 

MUS 451 Elementary Music Methods 2  MUS 456 Secondary Instrumental Music 3 

MUS 414 Applied Study 1  MUS 399 Half Recital 1 

Two ensembles per Music & Scholarship req. 0  MUS 452 Secondary Vocal Music Methods 2 

   Two ensembles per Music & Scholarship req. 0 

Total Credit Hours 15  Total Credit Hours 18 

Fall – Senior Year  Spring – Senior Year 

EDU 425 Student Teaching Grades K-12 I 4-6  EDU 426 Student Teaching Grades K-12 II 8 

EDU 501 Intro to Differentiated Instruction 4  EDU 401 Reflective Student Teaching Seminar 4 

CTI 4XX CTI Capstone 4  MUS 414 Applied Study 1 

MUS 414 Applied Study 1  MUS XXX Ensemble 0-1 

MUS XXX Ensemble 0-1    

Total Credit Hours 13-16  Total Credit Hours 13-14 



ACT-In Major 
All education majors should consider completing the ACT-In major. The education experiences 
that meet ACT-In requirements are as follows: 

•  Please consult your advisor if you are interested in this option. 

Journey Grant 
A Journey Grant encourages learning through 
exploration, discovery, adventure and change. 
Students who entered William Jewell College in 
the fall of 2010 or later may apply for a self-
designed grant such as a research project, study-
away experience, entrepreneurial opportunity, 
internship, civic engagement initiative or service. 
Journey Grants are competitive. 
 
Journey Grants are meaningful because they are 
customized to complement each student’s 
passion. Education students might use their grant 
in the following or other ways: 

• British Teacher Education Program 

• ASCD (Association for Supervision and Curriculum Development) summer conference - 
or other education related conferences (i.e., NCSS, NSTA, NCTM, ILA etc.). 

• University of Virginia multicultural/differentiated instruction conference 

• Teachers College Columbia Readers & Writers Workshop Summer Institute 

• Education research 

• “The Magic School Bus”: Innovative schools in the U.S. 
 
Contact your education advisor for more information and/or ideas on using your Journey 
Grant. 
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British Teacher Education Program 
The British Teacher Education Program was developed in 1983-84 to provide an opportunity for 
students seeking teacher certification to participate in a field experience in English schools. The 
program is offered periodically, in late May/early June, dependent upon a full cohort. All 
teacher education students are encouraged to consider this experience. 
 
Jewell students do fieldwork in English schools in which children engage in integrated 
instruction (project-based learning). In the recent past these have been located in Wiltshire 
with housing in Chippenham. In addition to the school experience, students participate in 
seminars conducted by local educators and engage in English history field trips. The format of 
the program is four days in the schools/seminar/fieldtrip. Participants then have three-day 
weekends to travel on their own but must return to the program site by Sunday evening. 
Students earn 6 credit hours for these experiences and related academic work. 
 
Participation in a seminar prior to the summer program is required. This program meets the 
Reflective Citizenship (EDU 470/475) requirement for the ACT-In major.  

 
Any teacher education major is eligible to 
apply to participate in the program. 
Applications and deposit are due by 
September 1, prior to the summer of 
participation. Students should act early as 
there are a limited number of spots. If 
approved, the Journey Grant may be used for 
BTEP but will not cover the full cost of the 
program. 
 
Conduct during the BTEP Program:  
During the British Teacher Education study 
abroad program students and faculty 
sponsors traveling and working in England 
are representatives of William Jewell College 
and acting as pre-service teachers. 
Therefore, student participants are expected 
to act professionally, responsibly, and with 
decorum at all times (as teachers are 
expected to do throughout the world).  

 
Student participants will be asked to sign and abide by a Behavior Contract in order to 
participate in this program. The Behavior Contract will be given to students during one of the 
pre-trip required class seminars. The contract MUST be signed to participate in the program 
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abroad. Anyone who violates any of the contract clauses may be asked to leave the program 
and return home at any time.  
 
If an infraction occurs, the Faculty Sponsor will decide the consequence for violation of the 
contract, up to and including requiring the student to return home and notify the Department 
of Education Chair of his/her decision. The Department Chair will inform the Student’s 
designated family contact (indicated on the Contract). The Faculty Sponsor’s decision is final as 
they is on the ground and has first-hand knowledge of the situation. If a student is required to 
return home after a Behavior Conduct Contract violation, the student is responsible for any 
additional travel payments that he/she may incur for immediate travel. The Department 
Chair, Education Administrative Assistant and/or the Faculty Sponsor may assist with travel 
arrangements.  
 
Depending upon when the infraction occurs the student may be required to drop part of the 
academic credit for this program. The decision about how much credit to award will be made 
by the Department Chair in consultation with the Faculty Sponsor and will consider how much 
work was completed to the point that the student was asked to leave the program. IF the 
student’s behavior infraction occurred in a school in which the program takes place and is 
egregious conduct, the student may be required to drop all academic credit for the program.  
 
Alcohol Policy for the BTEP program 
The William Jewell College Handbook states: 
 
“When student groups travel and represent William Jewell College at an official college-
sponsored activity or athletic event, the use of alcoholic beverages is prohibited regardless of 
the age of the student(s) involved. Some off-campus sponsored activities may be approved to 
have alcohol present. Those activities must be pre-approved by the appropriate College 
Administrative office….” 
 
The Department of Education requested and was granted approval for the following variation 
on that policy regarding alcohol use during the British Teacher Education program: 
 
The program includes social events and host dinners at which alcohol may be served. 
Participants who are of legal age to drink in Great Britain may responsibly consume alcohol at 
these events. When participants are traveling during the three-day weekends that are not part 
of the official program they must also abide by the laws of Great Britain or any other country 
they visit. 
 
If any student violates these policies they may be asked to terminate study abroad and return 
home. There will be no refund of any program or tuition payment if a student is asked to 
leave the program and return home. 
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Undergraduate Research 
All education majors are encouraged to do 
undergraduate research during their sophomore to 
senior years. Students can enroll in EDU 440 while they 
learn about education research methods and/or engage 
in one or more research projects. Multiple opportunities 
exist to present the findings of research on campus or at 
regional/national conferences. If a student satisfactorily 
completes a research project and presents findings this 
activity meets the disciplinary scholarship requirement 
for the ACT-In major. 

 

Advising 
The College provides academic advising services to 
students starting their first day at Jewell. Faculty advise 
entering first year students and then the student is 
assigned one or more faculty major advisors who help the student design their four-year 
teacher education program. This entails advising about both degree and teacher certification 
requirements. 
 
Elementary education professors serve as the primary advisor for all elementary education 
majors. A student seeking secondary (grades 9-12) or all-level (grades K-12) certification is 
assigned to both a faculty advisor from the department of his or her content major (primary 
advisor for registration if the student is a major) and a secondary education advisor (primary 
advisor for registration if the student minors in the content field). The Education advisor will 
meet with the student to plan a program to meet degree requirements (for CTI, content 
major/minor, Education major) and teacher certification requirements.  
 
While advisors will assist the student in developing a program of study and in meeting the 
procedural expectations that will lead to the appropriate degree and teacher certification, it is 
the student's responsibility to utilize all of the resources available to see that he or she meets 
all of the requirements for the degree and certification that he or she seeks, including self-
serve. 
 
Post-baccalaureate students are assigned to the teacher certification officer as an advisor who 
will help them identify the courses required for teacher certification. Post-baccalaureate 
students will complete all course work required for the appropriate teacher certification but are 
not awarded a major or a degree unless a second full baccalaureate program is pursued and 
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completed in which case the Post-baccalaureate student is assigned to a faculty advisor as 
described above. 
 
Graduate, M.A.T., alternative certification candidates are assigned a specific Education faculty 
advisor.  
 
TEACHER EDUCATION STUDENTS MUST CONSULT THEIR EDUCATION ADVISOR EACH SEMESTER 
regardless of whether or not they are approved for registration by their primary advisor (if that 
advisor is in the content major). Since students register online through self-serve they are 
physically able to register once one advisor clears them. However, if a teacher education 
student enrolls without seeking advice from their education advisor they may delay graduation 
and/or teacher certification. 
 
Study abroad during the academic year likely increases the number of semesters required for 
graduation (excludes the British Teacher Education Summer Program or other summer study). 
IF YOU PLAN TO STUDY ABROAD PLEASE CONSULT YOUR EDUCATION ADVISOR AS SOON AS 
POSSIBLE. 

 

Transferring into Teacher Education at Jewell 
Teacher education is a professional program governed by Missouri teacher education program 
approval and teacher certification requirements (in addition to Jewell and Education 
department policies); thus, there are program requirements beyond what most college majors 
are required to meet.  
 

The following education courses will transfer to a William Jewell College teacher education 
program if completed with a grade of “B-” or better*: 
 
EDU 206 Diverse Learners (transfer course work must include child/adolescent development, 
educational psychology AND exceptional children) 
EDU 214 Fieldwork (40+ contact hours in each field experience) 
 
Other courses might be accepted on a case-by-case basis. Such decisions will be made to 
uphold the integrity, quality and rigor of a William Jewell College teacher education program.  
 
*Program requirements vary – not all courses will apply to all programs.  

 
TRANSFER students should consult an Education advisor ASAP. Transfer student programs of 
study are influenced by many factors including prior work completed, Jewell degree 
requirements and equivalent transfers, course sequencing at Jewell, athletics, scholarship 
requirements, major requirements, and teacher certification requirements. In most cases a 
transfer student with two years of completed study needs 6 additional semesters (3 years) to 
complete teacher education. Completion of one successful semester at Jewell is required 
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before a student can be admitted to teacher education; 300 level Education courses cannot be 
taken until a major is admitted to teacher education in the Department. Transfer students 
follow the same admission requirements as regular undergraduates. 
 
As a Jewell student you cannot pursue teacher certification here in any field or grade level not 
listed above in the “2022-2023 Jewell Teacher Education Programs, Accreditation and 
Institutional Memberships” section of this Handbook. 
 

Undergraduate Teacher Education Admission 
Procedures 
Once a declared education major has reached 45 credits of completed course work, 
consideration for admission to the teacher education program will be triggered. After grades 
are submitted each semester (fall, spring, summer) the Department of Education faculty will 
review the admission credentials (GPA’s, test results, fieldwork evaluations, etc.) of all students 
who have 45 or more credits. The student will then be apprised of their eligibility, or lack 
thereof, for admission. If the student is ineligible for admission they will be advised what 
criteria for admission they still need to meet prior to admission. In order to graduate in four 
years, the student needs to be admitted by the end of the sophomore year. If a student does 
not meet admission criteria by that threshold the teacher education program will almost 
certainly EXCEED FOUR ACADEMIC YEARS, assuming that the student does meet admission 
criteria eventually. Enrollment in education courses does not imply admission to a teacher 
education program. 
 
TRANSFER STUDENTS 
Transfer students must successfully 
complete at least one semester at 
William Jewell College and have 
reached 45 credits of completed 
course work before they can be 
considered for admission to teacher 
education. The transfer student may 
take 200 level or lower numbered 
education courses at Jewell during 
the first semester but must 
recognize that doing so does not 
imply admission to teacher 
education.  
 
 
 
 

“Jewell provided a 

rigorous and well-

rounded education 

that trained me to be 

able to juggle differing 

roles, striving for 

excellence in a variety 

of fields.” Cynthia 

Hartwell ‘13 
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APPEAL PROCEDURE 
If a student is not admitted to either a teacher education program or student teaching the 
student may make a one-time appeal to the Department of Education faculty. 
 
To appeal an admission decision after denial or deferment the student needs to submit a 
written petition for reconsideration with the following elements: 

• name, nature of request (what action would you like the faculty to take?); 

• narrative description of substantive reasons that the faculty should reconsider their 
decision (i.e., what serious factors might the faculty not have known (serious illness, 
other extreme/extenuating factors)? Is there additional evidence of your effective 
teacher attributes of which the faculty might not have been aware -- courses completed, 
repeated, field work evaluations to test scores that the faculty did not have, care team 
issues that were resolved?).  

• provide evidence for any extenuating circumstances cited; and evidence that they meet 
the Missouri minimum requirements except one. Those requirements are passing the 
MoGEA exam (or meeting the ACT requirement), no grade lower than ‘C-’ in Education 
or the content field, and 3.0 GPA’s in completed Education and content coursework. 

The Department of Education will consider petitions at their regularly scheduled meetings and 
notify the student in writing of the faculty’s response to the petition. Students may also use the 
petition process in advance if she/he recognizes that they do not meet one of the admission 
standards to request either an exception or a provisional admission. 
 
PROVISIONAL ADMISSION 
Provisional (or conditional) admission is only granted when students only fail to meet one of 
the admission criteria and there is evidence of expected success (for example, a student is 
currently enrolled in a required course and early work indicates the student will achieve the 
required score OR a student has taken the required test via computer and the computer 
indicated that they passed the test but there is no official verification yet).  
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Undergraduate and Post-Bac Admission 
Requirements 
UNDERGRADUATE AND TRANSFER STUDENTS 

1. Completion of:  

a. at least one semester at William Jewell College   

b. a minimum of 45 total credit hours   

2. By state regulation, undergraduates must achieve a qualifying score on either the ACT 
or MoGEA. At Jewell an ACT composite of 21 or higher, including the writing score OR a 
passing score on all MoGEA subtests (220).  
a. Students who have a 21 ACT composite but didn’t take the writing portion of the 

ACT will have to take and pass the writing portion of the MoGEA.  
b. For students taking all MoGEA subtests, all subtests must achieve a qualifying score 

(220) on each subtest.  
c. Post-bac students are not required to have a qualifying entrance exam score; they 

are exempt since they have a baccalaureate degree (by state regulation).  
3.  A minimum 3.0 (B) grade point average (GPA) with no grade lower than “C-“ in each of 

the following areas:  
a. All completed education courses  
b. Completed content courses (a minimum of 8 credit hours in the secondary content 

major; elementary content courses 8 credits or more from: GEO 304, SCI 101, EDU 

250, EDU 260)  
4. No unresolved Care Team issues. 
5. Majority positive ratings, with no significant concerns, on all early fieldwork evaluations. 

 
POST-BACALAUREATE STUDENTS 
If a person possesses a baccalaureate degree they do not need to apply for undergraduate 
teacher education admission. The applicant must first apply for admission to the College and 
then (or simultaneously) apply to teacher education as a Post-bac applicant. Post-baccalaureate 
students complete only the undergraduate teacher certification course work required for 
teacher certification. Post-bac students do not complete an additional degree program (unless 
they desire to do so) and are not graduate students.  
 
Post-baccalaureate applicants must meet the following requirements to be accepted into the 
Teacher Education Program:  

1.  Submit transcripts from ALL colleges and universities previously attended, including any 

in which the applicant is currently enrolled.   
2.  A GPA of 3.0 in the content field with no grade below ‘C-’ and any completed education 

coursework. 
3.  A passing score on the Missouri Content Test applicable to the area of teacher 

certification sought. 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Master of Arts in Teaching (MAT) Admission 
Requirements 

 
1. Undergraduate degree from an accredited college or university in a related field to the 

teaching area. 
2. Official transcripts on file with the college. 
3. A minimum 3.0 content grade point average (GPA) with no grade below “C-“. 
4. A minimum 3.0 grade point average (GPA) for all education courses taken with no grade 

below “C-“. 
5. Completion of a structured interview with an Education faculty member or the program 

advisor. 
 
In addition, candidates must pass the required Missouri State Content Assessment (MoCA) 
MoCA in order to be recommended for teacher certification. Ideally, the MAT candidate has 
passed the MoCA prior to admission; failing that, MAT candidates are strongly encouraged to 
pass this required exam no later than the first fall in the program. 
 
Also, it is highly recommended that students do not work while in this program.  

Master of Science in Differentiated Instruction 
(MSEd) Admission Requirements 

 
1. Undergraduate degree from an accredited college or university in teacher education and 

evidence of Missouri teacher certification and employment.  
2. Official transcripts on file with the college. 
3. A minimum 3.0 overall grade point average (GPA) with no grade below “C-“. 
4. A minimum 3.0 grade point average (GPA) for all education courses taken with no grade 

below “C-“. 
5. Professional resume/CV. 

 

Unclassified Graduate 

Students who have an undergraduate degree from an accredited college/university and a 
teaching background may take individual graduate courses after applying as an unclassified 
graduate student and providing verification of the accredited undergraduate degree 
individually or via their employing school district. Unclassified graduate students are NOT 
seeking a degree and will not be granted a degree by Jewell. If a student desires to pursue a 
graduate degree the student must apply to that degree program, be admitted, and complete 
the requirements of that degree program. 
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Fieldwork 
GOALS 

1. To provide education students a variety of teaching experiences in a variety of 
classrooms prior to student teaching. 

2. To enable students to become keen observers of children, the classroom environment, 
and the teaching-learning process. 

3. To provide opportunities for students to interact with diverse learners as a teacher, and 
to obtain some actual teaching experiences under the close supervision of the 
cooperating teacher. 

4. To enable students to develop a realistic view of the roles and responsibilities of 
teachers in an actual classroom setting. 

5. To encourage students to identify their strengths as potential teachers as well as those 
areas needing improvement. 

6. To make students more aware of both the challenges and the rewards of teaching. 
7. To apply strategies/techniques/practices studied in teacher education course work and 

reflect on the results of actions as a teacher (on student learning). 
 
In this time of transition from being a student to being a professional teacher, it is important 
that students begin to see themselves as lifelong learners rather than a student fulfilling a 
university requirement. Both school-based experiences and university coursework are vital and 
integral components of professional preparation. The way a student conducts themselves in 
these settings reflect on them as a professional. 
 
Thus, William Jewell College places an 
emphasis on continuous, meaningful 
fieldwork experiences. Every fieldwork has 
targeted assignments to promote increasingly 
complex understanding of how the teaching 
and learning process works as well as to build 
increasingly complex teaching skill sets. Five 
fieldwork experiences are required before 
student teaching. Student teaching comprises 
a full-year experience during the final year of 
the program.  

 
PLACEMENTS 
Fieldwork placements are made in the Kansas 
City area and are initiated by the Clinical & 
Graduate Program Coordinator. Generally, 
placements will be within a 30-mile radius of 
Jewell. No student should ever attempt to make a placement for themselves in any way. 
 

“When I became a 

teacher, Jewell’s 

instructional strategies 

for learning put me 

ahead of other teachers. 

I was up on things that 

were not even out yet. I 

wasn’t just ahead; I was 

able to lead others in the 

district because of how 

Jewell prepared me.”  

Jake Hartley, ’14 
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BACKGROUND CHECKS 
All fieldwork students and student teachers and must meet background check requirements to 
enter schools. The level of background check varies by fieldwork level and school district policy. 
More information on the background check requirements for each fieldwork experience can be 
found in the Appendix. 
 
LIABILITY INSURANCE 
All teacher education students must acquire liability insurance annually while doing fieldwork in 
school classrooms. Students may choose to become a student member of an educational 
professional organization that provides insurance or can purchase coverage through a private 
insurance company. Please consult the Department’s Clinical & Graduate Program Coordinator 
for additional information. 
 
FIELDWORK TIME COMMITTMENT 
The teacher education student will arrange a weekly time that is mutually convenient with the 
cooperating teacher during the first visit to the school/classroom and then follow that schedule 
faithfully throughout the semester. A written copy of the schedule will be left with the 
cooperating teacher and given to the Clinical & Graduate Program Coordinator for the student 
file. Students must make initial fieldwork contact within the first 3 weeks of placement or will 
be asked to drop the course. Students must complete approximately 40 hours total for each 
fieldwork experience. Fieldwork must be done for a minimum of 10 weeks during the 
semester. Teacher education students may NOT skip class or other Jewell required activities for 
fieldwork; doing so will result in a Care Team or other consequences. 
 
Student teaching is the summative fieldwork and provides an in-depth applied experience 
designed to prepare teacher education students for entry into the profession. The Missouri 
Standards for Professional Educators (MoSPE) requires student teaching (culminating field 
experience) to include “full workdays and weeks in accordance with the assigned PK-12 site’s 
normal work schedule” (MoSPE, 2020, pg. 6) see Appendix for link to MoSPE standards). 
Jewell’s student teaching experience is a year-long and nearly full-time (ranges by number of 
credits registered in the fall but all student teachers complete a minimum of 960 contact hours 
over the course of the year). As noted elsewhere student teachers may choose to do part-time 
student teaching in the Fall but all student teachers do full day and full week student teaching 
in the Spring. 
 
GUIDELINES 
Below are some responsibilities that might be assumed by fieldwork students. The items that 
have an asterisk are highly encouraged and some may even be required by an assignment. It is 
the teacher education student’s responsibility to discuss Jewell field-based course requirements 
and work out a mutually convenient time to conduct those activities in that classroom. 
Cooperating teachers should not feel pressured to change their class routine to accommodate 
Jewell teacher education student assignments. Teacher education students should not have full 
responsibility for the classroom, nor should they be restricted to the following activities. The 
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goal of pre-student teaching fieldwork is to experience a variety of teacher activities and 
responsibilities. 

• Plan and teach lessons (as dictated by assignments and classroom conditions)* 

• Conduct small group learning task* 

• Work with individual children* 

• Read and tell stories to small or large groups 

• Give and explain directions for academic tasks 

• Supervise and monitor independent work* 

• Prepare teaching materials 

• Assist with the preparation, conduct and/or grading of assessments 

• Prepare/utilize instructional technology applications 

• Monitor individual learning with formative assessment tools (running records, checklist 
observation, etc.)* 

• Help supervise playground, 
recess, or other activity 
periods (Teacher Education 
student should not be alone 
on playground with children) 

• Gather resources 

• Record tests and assignments 

• Analyze learning and reflect 
on intersection of teaching 
implementation and student 
learning. 

  

“I teach in Albania with 

a teacher from Kansas 

City. When I first 

mentioned I graduated 

from William Jewell he 

said, ‘Oh, so you’re an 

amazing teacher! I 

don’t know what that 

school does, but 

everyone I’ve ever 

taught with from there 

is amazing.’ Even in 

Albania, Jewell has a 

good reputation!”  

Lauren Mather, ’16 
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Student Teaching 
***PLEASE REFER TO THE STUDENT TEACHING MANUAL FOR COMPLETE DETAILS & 

REQUIREMENTS FOR STUDENT TEACHING*** 
 
APPLICATION & ADMISSION PROCEDURES 
Students must apply for student teaching one year in advance of desired experience. Students 
must apply for student teaching by December 15 of the preceding academic year. The following 
criteria must be met by the application deadline for a student to be considered for admission to 
student teaching. 
 
I. Submit the following documentation online to the Clinical & Graduate Program Coordinator 
(via email or as otherwise directed). All materials must be neat and electronic: 

• Completed Application for Student Teaching form. Available online in Etrieve. 

• One electronic copy of a professional resume and cover letter. The cover letter and 
resume serve as the student's introduction to the administrators of the school district 
and the cooperating teacher. It is important to note all experiences working with 
children including fieldwork assignments. Any special interests, travel experiences, or 
other information that indicates useful knowledge and skills would be helpful to include 
as well. It is important that this statement be grammatically acceptable and contains no 
spelling errors. A student teacher will be expected to model acceptable use of written 
language to students. Districts have concerns about the qualifications of potential 
student teachers that demonstrate difficulty with standard English – oral or in writing.  

• One copy of your most recent transcript (printed from your web account). 
 

II. This documentation plus the record in your student file must demonstrate that you have: 
1. Been admitted to teacher education. 
2. Maintained 3.0 GPA in your content area courses and in Education courses with no 

grade lower than a “C-” in any course in the latter two categories. Note: The Missouri 
Department of Elementary & Secondary Education (DESE) has adopted an alternate 
content GPA policy that says teacher education students can have a content GPA 
somewhat lower (no lower than 2.75) than the state mandated 3.0 IF the person passes 
the Missouri Content Assessment (MoCA) at 1 SEM (Standard Error of Measurement) 
above the qualifying score. Since Jewell no longer requires passing the MoCA prior to 
student teaching (only taking it once), teacher education students may have NO WAY 
OF KNOWING whether or not they will meet the alternate GPA requirement before 
student teaching; therefore, it is up to the student to take the RISK to student teach if 
they have a content GPA lower than 3.0 prior to beginning student teaching if they are 
provisionally admitted.  
IF the student does NOT have either a 3.0 content GPA OR a 2.75 or above content 
GPA and a MoCA score 1 SEM above the qualifying score THEN Jewell will be unable to 
recommend that person for teacher certification. 

3. Favorable written evaluations from all fieldwork (in your file). 
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4. Demonstrated the personal responsibility, health, emotional stability and interpersonal 
skills needed to direct the learning of students. This will be evidenced by student 
performance and absence of unresolved Care Team issues. If student performance raises 
any concern related to possible success in the classroom, the student may not be allowed 
to student teach or may be asked to provide evidence that they are capable of teaching. 

 
Once the documentation above has been received, the Education Department faculty will review 
each student’s credentials and give approval for student teaching placement if the above criteria 
are met. The student will be notified of the department’s decision by letter.  
 
Important Certification Testing Reminder: Once a student has been admitted to Student 
Teaching, William Jewell College will make a student teaching placement but completing 
student teaching is NOT sufficient to become certified to teach. Students must also pass the 
appropriate required Missouri Content Assessment (MoCA). As noted elsewhere in this 
document, students must take the required Missouri Content Assessment(s) prior to the March 
Reporting Window in the year they will begin to student teach. One MoCA score MUST be on 
file prior to Fall semester advising. Failure to pass the MoCA will affect where AND POSSIBLY IF, 
the student teacher can be placed for student teaching as some districts require passage of 
MoCA prior to student teaching. If MoCA is not passed prior to fall advising (and hence 
registration for student teaching), it is UP TO THE teacher education student to TAKE THE RISK 
of registering for student teaching without having met the teacher certification testing 
requirements. Consult the Clinical & Graduate Program Coordinator/Teacher Certification 
Officer about the correct content test to take.  

 
If a student gets a grade lower than a “C-” in either content or education course work any time 
up to the start of student teaching, the student teaching placement may be rescinded and the 
student may have to withdraw from student teaching and/or the program. 
 

 
 
STUDENT TEACHING TIMING  
Student teaching is a full-year experience. Full-year student teaching at Jewell allows flexible 
scheduling in the fall in order to enable teacher education students to complete coursework 
required for the degree during the day in the Fall. Credit varies (from 4-6 credits) in the fall 
depending upon time in the classroom for student teaching. Four credits denotes a minimum of 
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half days (four hours per day) in the classroom in the fall; 6 credits denotes full days in the 
classroom in the fall. In the spring semester, student teachers must complete full-day, full-week 
student teaching in the K-12 classroom to complete remaining student teaching requirements; 
all students complete 8 credits of student teaching in the spring except MAT’s who follow a 
different model (see MAT student teaching discussion which follows). All student teachers are 
advised NOT to take ANY courses except EDU 401 concurrent with Spring student teaching! 
Spring student teaching (student teaching II) is a full-time experience. Any course which MUST 
be taken during Spring student teaching MUST be an independent study or in the evening, but 
any additional coursework (beyond EDU 401) is highly discouraged. 
 
In this culminating experience, students develop proficiency in organization, planning, 
classroom management, teaching and assessment. Gradually students assume complete 
responsibility for the students in the classroom. Student teachers follow the K-12 school’s 
calendar, not the William Jewell College calendar. Please consult your cooperating teacher at 
your first meeting (in the spring prior to the start of student teaching) regarding start date, and 
any breaks during the semester. The end date for student teaching will be set by the William 
Jewell College Department of Education and announced in a letter to the student along with 
their student teaching assignment. Excessive absence (see absence policy in the Student 
Teaching Manual) may extend the student teaching experience and end date. 
 
Generally, student teaching begins in mid-August and will end on the last day of classes for 
Jewell’s spring semester. Please make vacation plans accordingly; student teachers must not 
leave student teaching for vacation nor “long weekends.” 
 
PLACEMENTS 
Once a student has been accepted for student teaching, the Clinical & Graduate Program 
Coordinator will seek a school placement for the prospective student teacher. Student teaching 
sites are limited to the following: 
 

1. Accredited schools. 
2. Within a 30 miles radius of William Jewell College. 
3. Cooperating teachers who are familiar with and willing to support the William Jewell 

College teacher education model and who meet the MO cooperating teacher guidelines. 
 

Student teachers will not be placed at a school that they has attended or in which the student 
has relatives or close friends attending, teaching or serving as administrators.  
 
As part of the student teaching placement process, schools must be provided an assurance that 
each student teacher meets the background check requirements for working in a school. Jewell 
will facilitate this assurance by checking FCSR and “RAP back”. Individual student teachers are 
also responsible for obtaining liability insurance. Students will receive more details about these 
processes upon admission to student teaching. 
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MISSOURI ALTERNATIVE TO STUDENT TEACHING 
As required by Missouri law, Jewell will accept two (2) years’ experience as a teacher assistant 
in lieu of the conventional student teaching requirement if the following conditions are met:  

1.  The preservice student’s experience as a teacher assistant is concurrent with the 
student’s participation in William Jewell’s professional education program and in the 
same content area and grade range for which the student is seeking certification 
(cannot use previous paraprofessional or substitute teaching);  

2. The teacher assistant conducted teaching activities comparable to those required for 
other preservice education students in conventional student teaching placements and 
demonstrating similar competencies;  

3.  The teacher with whom the teacher assistant served meets the qualifications for a 
cooperating teacher, as defined in Missouri regulation;  

4.  The teacher with whom the teacher assistant served has been provided training for 
observing and evaluating the assistant’s teaching practice through Jewell or through the 
school or district’s mentor training program; and  

5.  The teacher assistant has been working on certification with permission and under the 
authority of the principal of the school or a designee. (Mo. Code Regs. 5 CSR 20-
400.330). 

6. Must successfully complete all DESE required assessments for certification. 

 
504/ADA Accommodations for Fieldwork/ 
Student Teaching 
William Jewell College pursues a non-discrimination policy with regards to all education 
programs and employment. William Jewell is committed to the full inclusion of students, 
faculty, and staff in the life of the Jewell Community in accordance with Section 504 of the 
Rehabilitation Act of 1973, the Americans with Disabilities Act Amendments Act of 2008 
(ADAAA), and the Fair Housing Act. To prevent discrimination on the basis of disability, 
reasonable and appropriate accommodations, academic adjustments, and/or auxiliary aids and 
services are determined on a case-by-case basis for otherwise qualified individuals who have a 
demonstrated need for these services and can provide appropriate documentation. Information 
concerning eligibility for accommodations, required documentation, and the application 
process is set forth in William Jewell’s policies and guidelines for accessibilities can be found at 
www.jewell.edu/accessibility-services. Students are also encouraged to enroll in the iTunes U 
course “Disability Services” for step-by-step instructions on completing the accommodation 
request process. The code to enroll is CJN-ECR-CRA. 
 
ACCOMMODATIONS DURING FIELDWORK 
Early clinical fieldwork experiences require approximately 40 clock hours each of work over a 
semester. Early fieldwork is more flexible than student teaching and provides students with 

https://www.jewell.edu/accessibility-services
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choices of when and how to meet related coursework and performance requirements. 
Therefore, it is expected that the need for accommodations for clinical fieldwork will be rare. 
Nevertheless, should students who will be or are engaged in clinical fieldwork (EDU 212, 213, 
214, 311, 315), believe they have a disability that requires an accommodation to successfully 
complete that fieldwork, they should apprise the 504 and Compliance Coordinator of this need 
for accommodation either at the regularly scheduled semester meeting or as soon as the need 
is recognized. Accommodation requests are considered on a case-by-case basis by means of an 
interactive evaluative process. If it is determined by the faculty that the granting of an 
accommodation will result in the lowering of required standards or changes the essential 
nature of the applied learning experience, alternative accommodations may be considered or 
suggested if appropriate. Determinations on requested accommodations will be made by 
William Jewell College and not by the receiving school district.  
 
In order to protect student confidentiality, accommodation information is not typically shared 
with the receiving school district. Certain accommodations may require the assistance or 
cooperation of the receiving school district (such as a special piece of equipment, desk/chair 
modifications, or if an additional person needs to be present in the classroom, such as an 
interpreter). In these instances, the school district may receive notification of the student’s 
accommodation. 
 
ACCOMMODATIONS DURING STUDENT TEACHING 
Student teaching is a full year clinical experience that occurs in a K-12 public school setting 
appropriate to the certification grade level and area that each teacher education student 
pursues. Student teaching is an educational experience, but occurs in a place of work, where 
the student is still learning but is expected to achieve a professional standard by the conclusion 
of the educational experience. Student teaching is an applied learning experience that is, in 
effect, a practice job. However, the student teacher is NOT employed by the cooperating school 
district.  
 
Student teaching is a performance-based experience, and the Missouri Education Evaluation 
System (MEES) prescribes standards against which student teacher performance is assessed. 
MEES utilizes 16 indicators when evaluating success in completing student teaching. This 
instrument will also be used to provide feedback throughout student teaching so that the 
student has a clear picture of where their performance is in regard to the required standard 
throughout the experience. MEES standards are professional standards, which must be met and 
will not be modified or lowered.  
 
Any student teacher who believes they has a disability that requires an accommodation to 
successfully complete the student teaching clinical experience to the MEES standards should 
apprise the 504 and Compliance Coordinator of this need for accommodation either at the 
regularly scheduled semester meeting or as soon as the need is recognized. Accommodation 
requests are considered on a case-by-case basis by means of an interactive evaluative process. 
Typically, classroom accommodations such as time extensions, note taking, and separate 
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testing space do not apply to the applied learning (practice job) setting (i.e., the student 
teacher must complete the work expected of a teacher on time – there are no time extensions 
in the daily work of a teacher so requests for extended time will, generally, not be applicable.) If 
it is determined by the faculty that the granting of an accommodation will result in the lowering 
of required standards or changes the essential nature of the applied learning experience, 
alternative accommodations may be considered or suggested if appropriate. Determinations on 
requested accommodations will be made by William Jewell College and not the receiving school 
district. 
 
In order to protect student confidentiality, accommodation information is not typically shared 
with the receiving school district. Certain accommodations may require the assistance or 
cooperation of the receiving school district (such as a special piece of equipment, desk/chair 
modifications, or if an additional person needs to be present in the classroom, such as an 
interpreter). In these specific instances the school district may receive notification of the 
student’s accommodation with permission of the student teacher. 
 
Jewell Education faculty will provide the same support as we do to all student teachers in 
addition to providing any accommodations granted under the Jewell 504/ADA verification 
process. All student teachers will be evaluated by the same MEES standards regardless of 
whether a reasonable accommodation has been granted or not. 

Teacher Certification 
The teacher preparation programs of William Jewell College 
are approved by the State of Missouri and therefore lead to 
Missouri teacher certification. Candidates who complete all 
teacher education and Jewell degree requirements will be 
recommended by the Teacher Certification Officer of William 
Jewell College for a Missouri Initial Professional Certificate. 
Certification requirements are reflected in this Handbook and 
its’ related addenda documents and on the departmental 
advising sheets which list all required courses for specific 
certification fields and grade levels. Jewell teacher candidates 
desiring teaching certification or licensure in other states 
must complete Missouri requirements first and then the 
Teacher Certification Officer can assist them with the process 
of directly applying in other states. For more information on 
teacher certification please consult the College’s Teacher 
Certification Officer. Additional guidance on out-of-state 
teacher certification may be found in the Jewell Catalog, and on individual states’ websites.  
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Kappa Delta Pi Education Honor Society 
Teaching is a profession that demands commitment plus a specific body of knowledge, skills 
and dispositions. Teachers prepared at Jewell are expected to advance equity and social justice 
through personal action and service. The purpose of this Education honor society is to promote 
educational research and excellent teaching and to honor outstanding scholastic achievement, 
leadership, and exemplary teaching dispositions. 

 
Honor society members will provide support to the Department of Education at recruitment 
and professional events, generate interest in research projects, attend regional 
conferences/workshops and engage in service activities. 
 

 
 

Education students must meet the following criteria to be invited to join: 

• New members are initiated annually. Members must pay their own initiation fee and 
national society membership dues. 
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Additional Policies, Procedures & Information 
Related documents which contain additional teacher education policies and procedures, 
referred to in this Handbook or not, can be found in the Appendix except for the Jewell Student 
Teaching Manual – which is posted alongside this Handbook online. Teacher Education students 
are well advised to review all of these documents.  
 
PETITIONS FOR EXCEPTIONS TO TEACHER EDUCATION POLICIES 
If a student desires an exception to any policy in this Handbook or any of the addenda 
documents OR fails to meet a threshold for advancement in the program, the student may 
petition the faculty for an exception using the Appeal Procedures described in the Admission to 
Teacher Education section of this Handbook. 
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APPENDIX 
 

I. Missouri Standards for Educator Evaluation 
(MEES) 

 
Standard 1: Content Knowledge and Perspectives Aligned with Appropriate Instruction.  
The teacher understands the central concepts, structures, and tools of inquiry of the 
discipline(s) and creates learning experiences that make these aspects of subject matter 
meaningful and engaging for all students. 
 

Standard 2: Understanding and Encouraging Student Learning, Growth, and Development. 
The teacher understands how students learn, develop and differ in their approaches to 
learning. The teacher provides learning opportunities that are adapted to diverse learners and 
support the intellectual, social, and personal development of all students. 
 

Standard 3: Implementing the Curriculum. The teacher recognizes the importance of long-
range planning and curriculum development. The teacher develops, implements, and evaluates 
curriculum based upon standards and student needs. 
 

Standard 4: Teaching for Critical Thinking. The teacher uses a variety of instructional strategies 
to encourage students’ critical thinking, problem solving, and performance skills including 
instructional resources. 
 

Standard 5: Creating a Positive Classroom Learning Environment. The teachers uses an 
understanding of individual and group motivation and behavior to create a learning 
environment that encourages active engagement in learning, positive social interaction, and 
self-motivation. 
 

Standard 6: Utilizing Effective Communication. The teacher models effective verbal, nonverbal, 
and media communication techniques with students and parents to foster active inquiry, 
collaboration, and supportive interaction in the classroom. 
 

Standard 7: Use of Student Achievement Date to Analyze and Modify Instruction. The teacher 
understands and uses formative and summative assessment strategies to assess the learner’s 
progress, uses assessment data to plan ongoing instruction, monitors the performance of each 
student, and devises instruction to enable students to grow and develop. 
 

Standard 8: Professional Practice. The teacher is a reflective practitioner who continually 
assesses the effects of choices and actions on others. The teacher actively seeks out 
opportunities to grow professionally in order to improve learning for all students. 
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Standard 9: Professional Collaboration. The teacher has effective working relationships with 
students, parents, school colleagues and community members. 
 
Additional information can be found on the DESE website at: dese.mo.gov/educator-
quality/educator-preparation/mees-training under MEES for Teachers – candidate sections. 
 

II. Missouri Standards 1 & 2 for Professional 
Education  

Standard 1: Candidate Professional Knowledge and Skills, and Their Application  
Candidates over the course of their program develop the content and pedagogical knowledge, 
skills, and professional behaviors of competent, caring, and effective professional educators as 
evidenced by candidate demonstration of: 

• emerging competence in general education, content knowledge, pedagogical skills, and 
professional behaviors, beginning at admission and evaluated regularly and frequently 
throughout an educator preparation program. 

• understanding of current state content expectations for PK-12 students relevant to the 
candidate’s certification area. 

• understanding of culturally responsive practice, including consideration of the 
intersectionality of race, ethnicity, class, gender identity and expression, sexual identity, 
religion, differing abilities, and the impact of language acquisition and literacy 
development on learning. 

• understanding of the central concepts, structure, and tools of inquiry of the discipline(s) 
and creation of learning experiences that make these aspects of subject matter 
meaningful and engaging for students. [Missouri Educator Evaluation System (MEES) for 
Teachers Std. 1] 

• understanding of how students learn, develop, and differ in their approaches to 
learning. [MEES for Teachers Std. 2] 

• adapting learning opportunities to diverse learners and supporting the intellectual and 
personal development of all students. [MEES for Teachers Std. 2. 

• long- and short-range curriculum development and implementation based upon 
student, district, and state needs. [MEES for Teachers Std. 3] 

• variation of instructional strategies and resources to encourage students’ critical 
thinking, problem solving, and performance skills. [MEES for Teachers Std. 4] 

• understanding of individual/group motivation and student behavior to create a learning 
environment that encourages active student engagement in learning, positive social 
interaction, and self-motivation. [MEES for Teachers Std. 5] 

• effective verbal, nonverbal, and media communication skills. [MEES for Teachers Std. 6] 

• formative and summative assessment strategies to assess the learner’s progress and use 
of both classroom and standardized assessment data to plan ongoing instruction. [MEES 
for Teachers Std. 7] 

https://dese.mo.gov/educator-quality/educator-preparation/mees-training
https://dese.mo.gov/educator-quality/educator-preparation/mees-training
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• self-reflection with continuous assessment of the effects of choices and actions on 
others and active pursuit of professional development focused on the improved 
learning of students. [MEES for Teachers Std. 8] 

• effective working relationships with students, families, school colleagues, and 
community members. [MEES for Teachers Std. 9] 

 
Standard 2: Candidate Clinical Experiences and Program Partnerships Educator preparation 
programs (EPPs), in collaboration with PK-12 school partners, will design and facilitate high 
quality, varied, diverse, and ongoing field and clinical experiences throughout the program that 
align with state requirements, are supervised by appropriately credentialed cooperating 
teachers and university supervisors, and are evaluated using evidence of candidate 
performance, as outlined in Appendix A. 
 
EPPs will work collaboratively with school districts to establish mutually agreed conditions for 
fieldwork experiences that clarify expectations of candidates, PK-12 personnel, and university 
faculty/supervisors annually. This agreement may take the form of a Memorandum of 
Understanding and may also include other forms of written communication. Updated 
agreements will be submitted to DESE prior to each academic year. 
 
The remaining standards and additional information can be found at 
dese.mo.gov/media/pdf/mospe-standards. 

 

III. Liability Insurance for Fieldwork and 
Student Teaching  

The Department of Education requires all students to have current professional liability 
insurance during each of their early fieldwork and student teaching experiences. Students must 
provide verification of insurance to the Administrative Coordinator each academic year that 
they are enrolled in fieldwork or student teaching.  

Students may choose to become a student member of the following educational organizations, 
which provides this insurance, or they can purchase coverage through an insurance agent.  

• Association of American Educators (AAE) - $25 student membership. Insurance is 
obtained by joining or renewing your membership at 
www.aaeteachers.org/index.php/secure-aae-membership-application. Select the 
STUDENT MEMBERSHIP option. When the transaction is complete, please forward the 
welcome letter email to education@william.jewell.edu. This will serve as verification for 
your file.  

https://dese.mo.gov/media/pdf/mospe-standards
https://www.aaeteachers.org/index.php/secure-aae-membership-application
mailto:education@william.jewell.edu
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• Missouri State Teachers Association (MSTA) – Free student membership. Memberships 
run from July 1 through June 30. Insurance is obtained by joining or renewing your 
membership at www.msta.org/join/. Select the STUDENT MSTA option. If you need 
assistance or have questions, contact Member Care Center (800-392-0532 or 
membercare@msta.org). When the transaction is complete, you will receive a “Do Not 
Reply” email containing an “Order Summary.” Please forward this confirmation email 
receipt to education@william.jewell.edu. This will serve as verification for your file.  

• Missouri National Education Association (MNEA) – Free student membership. 
Memberships run from September 1 through August 31. Insurance is obtained by joining 
or renewing your MNEA membership at www.mnea.org/Missouri/Join-Online.aspx. 
Select the STUDENT MEMBERSHIP option. If you need assistance or have questions, 
contact 800-392-0236 and ask for Membership. When the transaction is complete, you 
will receive a “verification/welcome letter” email. Please forward this welcome letter 
email to education@william.jewell.edu. This will serve as verification for your file.  

• Private Insurance: Students may choose to purchase coverage from a private insurance 
agent. The policy must state inclusion of professional liability insurance for educators 
and must include your name, the company’s name, and expiration of coverage. Please 
scan and email to education@william.jewell.edu. This will be verification for your file. 

IV. Background Check Requirements and 
Procedures  

All teacher education students must complete background checks to learn/practice in local 
school districts. Jewell has two different clearances that we require of our teacher education 
students – The Family Care Safety Registry and the FBI Background check. Some local districts 
also have their own background check processes that fieldwork students and/or student 
teachers may also be required to complete.  

WHAT IS THE FAMILY CARE SAFETY REGISTRY?  
Missouri's Family Care Safety Registry (FCSR) was established by law to promote family and 
community safety. The registry helps to protect children, seniors, and the disabled by providing 
access to background information. Background information consists of Missouri data only and is 
accessed through the following state agencies:  

• State criminal background records maintained by the Missouri State Highway Patrol  

• Sex Offender Registry information maintained by the Missouri State Highway Patrol  

• Child abuse/neglect records maintained by the Missouri Department of Social 
Services  

• The Employee Disqualification List maintained by the Missouri Department of Health  

• and Senior Services  

• The Employee Disqualification Registry maintained by the Missouri Department of  

• Mental Health  

https://www.msta.org/join/
mailto:membercare@msta.org
mailto:education@william.jewell.edu
https://www.mnea.org/Missouri/Join-Online.aspx
mailto:education@william.jewell.edu
mailto:education@william.jewell.edu
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• Child-care facility licensing records maintained by the Missouri Department of Health  

• and Senior Services  

• Foster parent licensing records maintained by the Missouri Department of Social  

• Services  
 
WHAT DOES "REGISTERED" MEAN?  
If an individual is "registered," their name is listed in a database of caregivers, and employers 
may request their background screening results. Those wishing to hire a caregiver may contact 
the FCSR to obtain background screening information about registered individuals.  

•  Students can check to see if they are already registered by visiting the FCSR website at 
webapp01.dhss.mo.gov/BSEES/IsAPersonRegistered.aspx?ID=2&sk=SK56578795. 

•  Once on that page, enter your social security number and the security text on that screen.  
If the screen says your social security number was found in the database, then you’re 
registered. If it states that your social security number was not found in the database, then you 
need to select the continue button and proceed with registration.  

•  Skip the employer name and choose student from “Select if no Employer” dropdown box.  

•  Choose Voluntary for the registration type. 

•  Enter your last name and first name; be sure to enter any other names you have used 
(maiden, nickname, previous married name, etc.)  

•  Enter your date of birth and gender.  

•  Enter your mailing address including the zip, city, state and county. Enter your phone  
number and an e-mail address.  

•  Confirm the information you entered.  

•  Read and agree to the registration agreement. When registering online, payment is  
made by credit card.  

•  You will be charged a nonrefundable $14.00 registration fee and an additional $1.25  
processing fee.  
 
Registrants will receive their background clearance letters in the mail within 7 to 10 business 
days. Registrants must notify the Department of Education secretary of their clearance before 
reporting to their fieldwork assignment. Students are not allowed to begin fieldwork until they 
are registered in the FCSR database.  
 

ALREADY REGISTERED WITH FCSR?  
Once a person is registered, they are permanently in the FCSR system. Each semester, the 
Jewell Department of Education will request updated reports for each of the students enrolled 
in a fieldwork experience. Students will be notified in writing each time we request information 
about them from the registry. The notification will contain our name and address and the 
background information released. Disclosure of background information on a person registered 
in the FCSR is limited. The registry will disclose whether the person’s name is in any of the 
background checks and, if so, which one. Specific information will only be disclosed by the 
registry upon receipt of a written request from our department.  
 

https://webapp01.dhss.mo.gov/BSEES/IsAPersonRegistered.aspx?ID=2&sk=SK56578795
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Once the Jewell Department of Education receives the updated reports, we will notify the 
fieldwork schools if you have met the requirements to be in schools, per this background check 
and save the report to your student file on Etrieve. If a student does not meet the requirements 
to be in schools a Care Team will be called for that student.  
 
WHAT COURSES DO I NEED A FCSR FOR?  
All fieldwork and student teaching course work (EDU 212,213, 214, 311, 315, 410, 411, 420, 
421, 425, 426, 510, 511) required a clear FCSR check. 
 
WHAT IS THE FBI BACKGROUND CHECK?  
An FBI Identification Record—often referred to as a criminal history record or a “rap sheet”—is 
a listing of certain information taken from fingerprint submissions retained by the FBI in 
connection with arrests and, in some instances, federal employment, naturalization, or military 
service. The process of responding to an Identification Record request is generally known as a 
criminal background check.  
 

If the fingerprints are related to an arrest, the Identification Record includes name of the 
agency that submitted the fingerprints to the FBI, the date of the arrest, the arrest charge, and 
the disposition of the arrest, if known to the FBI. All arrest data included in an Identification 
Record is obtained from fingerprint submissions, disposition reports, and other information 
submitted by agencies having criminal justice responsibilities.  
 

Fieldwork students must complete an FBI fingerprint background check prior to beginning their 
fieldwork experience. Subsequent to that initial fingerprint check, the student’s ‘rap back’ 
record will be checked just prior to each semester for every student enrolled in a fieldwork 
placement or student teaching. Background check results must be valid during the student’s 
entire teacher education program.  
 
A current FBI background check completed through the Missouri Department of Elementary 
and Secondary Education is also required for your Initial Professional Certificate (IPC). Since the 
background check is only good for one year this means you must plan on two FBI background 
checks during your teacher education program and one for certification at conclusion of the 
program.  
 
Failure to complete the FBI background check well before the beginning of fieldwork/student 
teaching will result in delay or cancellation of the placement.  
 
If there is no report on the “rap sheet” school districts will be told only that the student “meets 
requirements”. If there is a report on the “rap sheet” of any student that student will be called 
in for a Care Team. 
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HOW DO I COMPLETE AN FBI BACKGROUND CHECK?  
Students must complete and sign the MoVECHS Waiver Agreement and Statement form and 
the Noncriminal Justice Applicant’s Privacy Rights and bring them to the Department of 
Education. Signed copies of both of these forms must be on-file in the Department of Education 
to be compliant with the state of Missouri. The MoVECHS Waiver Agreement and Statement 
form gives William Jewell the authorization to receive the student’s criminal history. Without 
this form, students have not given permission for Jewell’s Department of Education to receive 
criminal history. The Noncriminal Justice Applicant’s Privacy Rights states the results of a 
criminal history record check will be used only for authorized purposes and will not be retained 
or disseminated. To do so would be in violation of federal statute, regulation or executive 
order, or rule, procedure or standard established by the National Crime Prevention and Privacy 
Compact Council (Missouri Revised Statues 43.532.1 and 576.050). The offense of misuse of 
official information is a class A misdemeanor and will also result in termination of employment. 
Both forms can be found at the end of this policy manual.  
 
This process will be discussed in, and the forms will be disseminated at, an early meeting of the 
EDU 175 course in which teacher education students will make their first fieldwork visits. 
 

IDEMIA captures our students’ fingerprints electronically and submits them to the Missouri 
State Highway patrol. All applicants needing to be fingerprinted with IDEMIA must first register 
with the Missouri Criminal History Site (MACHS) Fingerprint portal at www.machs.mo.gov. 
Those without access to the internet may contact them directly at 1-877- 862-2425 to have a 
Fingerprint Services Representative conduct their registration.  

1. Click on the icon to register with the MACHS Fingerprint Portal.  
2. Click the icon to register with MACHS.  
3. At the top of the registration page you should enter William Jewell’s unique  
registration number: 5509. You will be prompted for this number and will not be able to 

schedule an appointment without it. Once you enter this number, MACHS will 
automatically populate your agency data thus ensuring that the background check is 
returned to the correct location.  

4. Clicking “enter” will automatically return a message displaying the name and 
identifying information of the agency for which you are registering.  

5. Once you have verified your agency information you may begin entering your 
personal demographic data into the spaces provided. When you are finished click 
“register”.  

6. At the top of the verification page an 8-digit Transaction Control Number (TCN). This 
number will be used to track your fingerprints through the background check 
process. Write down this number.  

7. Once you have verified that the information is correct, click “complete registration.” 
8. Read the Noncriminal Justice Applicant’s Privacy Rights and click “complete 

Registration.” 

https://www.machs.mo.gov/
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9. You will then be prompted to confirm the person being fingerprinted. If the 
information is correct, select “correct”; if the information is incorrect, select 
“incorrect.” 

10. Select “register for digital fingerprinting services.” 
11. Choose to find a fingerprint location near me.  
12. The registration portion is now complete. Print or save the page for your records.  

 
Take the following with you to your fingerprint location:  

1. Payment of $40.50. IDEMIA accepts check, money order or credit cards.  
2. A valid photo ID. 
3. A copy of the registration confirmation either printed or saved to your mobile device.  
4. Enter your postal code to find the fingerprint locations closest to you. 
5. Select the location to see the address and location hours. Selecting the location will 

take you to Google maps. 
6. Once registered you will receive an email confirmation to schedule your 

appointment. 
7. Select “click here to schedule your appointment.” 
8. Enter your date of birth, then select “next.” 
9. Enter a postal code to find a location near you and select from the list to schedule an 

appointment. Choose a date and time for your appointment or choose “walk in” then 
“submit.” Note: Scheduled appointments take priority over walk-ins. Appointments 
are highly recommended due to the possible wait times associated with walk-in 
processing. 

10. Print your “service summary” for your records. Appear at the fingerprint location you 
chose at your designated time.  

11. William Jewell will receive your fingerprint results within 48 hours and will notify you 
via your William Jewell email once we receive them.  

 
Students are not allowed to begin fieldwork until they have completed and met the clearance 
requirements.  
 
INSTRUCTIONS FOR Fingerprints FOR TEACHER CERTIFICATION ONLY – AFTER YOU HAVE 
FINISHED YOUR TEACHER EDUCATION PROGRAM 
 

1. Click on the icon to access the MACHS Fingerprint Portal.  
2. Select the option requiring the 4-digit registration number to begin your registration 

process.  
3. At the top of the registration page you should enter DESE’s unique registration 

number: 2300. You will be prompted for this number and will not be able to schedule 
an appointment without it. Once you enter this number, MACHS will automatically 
populate your agency data thus ensuring that the background check is returned to 
the correct location.  
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4. Clicking “enter” will automatically return a message displaying the name and 
identifying information of the agency for which you are registering.  

5. Once you have verified your agency information you may begin entering your 
personal demographic data into the spaces provided. When you are finished click 
“register.” 

6. At the top of the verification page an 8-digit Transaction Control Number (TCN). This 
number will be used to track your fingerprints through the background check 
process. Write down this number.  

7. Once you have verified that the information is correct, click “complete registration”.  
8. Read the Noncriminal Justice Applicant’s Privacy Rights and click “complete 

Registration.” 
9. You will then be prompted to confirm the person being fingerprinted. If the 

information is correct, select “correct”; if the information is incorrect, select 
“incorrect.” 

10. Select “register for digital fingerprinting services.” 
11. Choose to find a fingerprint location near me.  
12. The registration portion is now complete. Print or save the page for your records.  

 
Take the following with you to your fingerprint location:  

1. Payment of $40.50 IDEMIA accepts check, money order or credit cards.  
2. A valid photo ID.  
3. A copy of the registration confirmation either printed or saved to your mobile device.  
4. Enter your postal code to find the fingerprint locations closest to you.  
5. Select the location to see the address and location hours. Selecting the location will 

take you to Google maps.  
6. Once registered you will receive an email confirmation to schedule your 

appointment.  
7. Select “click here to schedule your appointment.” 
8. Enter your date of birth, then select “next.” 
9. Enter a postal code to find a location near you and select from the list to schedule an 

appointment. Choose a date and time for your appointment or choose “walk in” then 
“submit.” Note: Scheduled appointments take priority over walk-ins. Appointments 
are highly recommended due to the possible wait times associated with walk-in 
processing. 

10. Print your “service summary” for your records. Appear at the fingerprint location you 
chose at your designated time. Your fingerprint results will be automatically posted 
on your DESE “Educator Certification System” profile upon final clearance.  

If you have any questions regarding this process, please contact the Department of Education 
Student Records Coordinator at (816) 415-7627 or education@william.jewell.edu.  

 
 

mailto:education@william.jewell.edu
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BACKGROUND CHECKS THROUGH DESE FOR FIELDWORK AND STUDENT TEACHING 

Occasionally a student will have completed a background check through DESE (for substitute 
teaching) and would like to use this background check for fieldwork or student teaching. In this 
situation, the background check must be valid through the end of the placement, and it is up to 
the placement school as to whether or not they will accept it. Please notify the placement 
coordinator in this situation and she will make arrangements with the fieldwork school. 
 

STUDENTS WITH CRIMINAL OR FAMILY CARE SAFETY REGISTRY RECORDS 

When a records check comes back with a criminal record of any kind, the Jewell faculty will 
immediately call a Care Team meeting with that student to investigate anything the student has 
ever been fingerprinted for. After the Care Team meeting the student will be required to do an 
FBI Fingerprint Check (see instructions above). Depending upon what that FBI Fingerprint Check 
reveals a student with a criminal or Department of Family Services (DFS) record may have to 
submit a request for pre-approval for certification to the Missouri State Board of Education. The 
Missouri Department of Elementary and Secondary Education (DESE) Office of Conduct 
indicates that the following TWO situations do not merit review by the State Board:  

• If a student has one to two misdemeanors DWI’s no review is required; UNLESS it is a 
felony DWI, then it MUST be reviewed by the Board.  

• If a student has a misdemeanor passing back check charge or conviction no review is 
needed, BUT a review by the Board is ALWAYS REQUIRED FOR A FELONY count of 
passing bad checks.  

Theft must be addressed under ALL circumstances. Any Division of Family Services (DFS) 
infraction or any criminal conduct involving a child MUST be reviewed by the State Board of 
Education. If something shows up on a Family Care Safety Registry OR an FBI Fingerprint 
Background Check, the student needs to be cleared before they proceed in teacher education. 
We make a request for a provisional clearance, certifying that they are a teacher education 
student and they want an early clearance before they continue on in the program. After we 
make the request the student provides a written explanation and request for clearance to the 
Board, provides certified court documents, explains why they want to be a teacher in Missouri, 
etc. There is also an interview process with DESE. If, for some reason, the State Board of 
Education refuses the student’s request for provisional clearance and the student decides to 
continue on in the teacher education program, that student does so AT HIS/HER OWN RISK. 
William Jewell College cannot guarantee that a Missouri teaching certificate will be issued at 
the completion of the program. In fact, it is VERY UNLIKELY that a certificate will be issued if the 
State Board denies a request for provisional clearance.  
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V. Teacher Education Academic and 
Professional Standards and Regulations  

The student should consult the College Catalog for the general academic standards that apply 
to all programs at the College. In addition, the following regulations apply to students seeking 
teacher certification:  

• A grade of "C-" or better is required in all Education AND Content courses (includes all 
content major and any course required for certification) courses presented to meet 
Missouri certification requirements.  

• Students must demonstrate written communication, oral communication, and numeric 
competency per this Handbook. Students will be Care Teamed until they acquire 
competency or they may be unable to complete the program.  

• Students must have an ACT composite of 21 or higher, including the writing score OR a 
passing score on all MoGEA subtests. Students who have a 21 ACT composite but didn’t 
take the writing portion of the ACT will have to take and pass the writing portion of the 
MoGEA. Students taking the MoGEA will become ineligible for admission to teacher 
education at Jewell if they cannot pass the necessary portions of the MoGEA within 
their first three tries.  

• A student may not transfer a course required for certification from another institution in 
order to replace a course for which a grade has already been received at William Jewell 
College.  

• Admission to Teacher Education Programs will be valid for a period of five years, 
beginning on the date of official acceptance if there is continuous enrollment at William 
Jewell College. Students who fail to complete all requirements for certification within 
that period will be reconsidered for admission under the policies and regulations that 
are in force at the time of the new application.  

• Students who withdraw from William Jewell College or who have graduated (outside of 
education) or been inactive for more than a year must meet the teacher education 
admission requirements in place at the time of re-admission. If admitted to teacher 
education such students must meet the curricular and other requirements of the 
Handbook for the current year.  

• Education students will not be permitted to enroll in Education courses at or above the 
300 level until they have been admitted to the Teacher Education Program. If a student 
is not admitted to teacher education during the sophomore year it will almost certainly 
take longer than 4 years to graduate.  

• The faculty members of the Education Department believe that students benefit from 
interactions with fellow students in a class setting and discourage students from 
meeting certification requirements through independent studies. In extremely rare and 
special circumstances, a student meeting admission requirements for teacher education 
and who has no Care Team referrals may request to complete an independent study. 
Approval of the independent study is at the discretion of the faculty member.  
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• Due to frequent changes in the field and profession, Education courses that are more 
than seven years old will not normally be counted toward a major in education.  

• All Education courses submitted for Teacher Certification must have been completed 
within seven years prior to application for certification.  

• Students may retake an Education course only once. The higher of the two grades will 
be used for computing the GPA for all teacher education requirements.  

• Student progress will be assessed in an ongoing manner with formal review by the 
Department of Education faculty. Students who are not demonstrating progress toward 
achievement of the knowledge, skills and dispositions of effective teachers will be 
assisted through the “Care Team” process. If adequate progress is not achieved through 
that process the student may be counseled out of the program.  

• Students found guilty of cheating or plagiarizing will suffer the consequences mandated 
by the College and the instructor and, depending upon the severity or number of 
events, may not be able to complete certification requirements at William Jewell 
College.  

• Students who are denied admission, withdrawn because of unsatisfactory performance, 
or who fail student teaching will not be allowed to complete certification requirements 
at William Jewell College.  

• Teacher education students must submit to a minimum of two background checks in 
order to complete teacher education at William Jewell College. An FBI fingerprint 
background check is also required for teacher certification. If a student has any sort of 
criminal history they are advised that this may interfere with either their completion of 
required fieldwork or with teacher certification. Such students are well advised to 
initiate a State Board of Education review of their criminal history early in the teacher 
education program to discern whether or not they will ultimately be eligible for teacher 
certification. Please consult your advisor early if you are in this situation.  

• Punctuality, attendance, and reliability are professional traits. Students are expected to 
attend and arrive promptly in all classes and fieldwork assignments. Such behavior 
demonstrates commitment to teacher education and the ability to meet the personal 
and professional requirements of a classroom teacher. Lack of attendance and tardiness 
will have a negative effect on course grades, admission to programs and/or student 
teaching and will be noted on professional recommendations. To successfully complete 
fieldwork and student teaching, students must be punctual and should have perfect 
attendance in fieldwork and student teaching. The Student Teaching Manual details 
specific policies about absences during that experience. Excessive absence in either 
fieldwork or student teaching may result in a failing grade or recommended withdrawal 
from those experiences.  

• Professional communication regarding all aspects of your teacher education experience 
is required. Make sure all communications are grammatically correct, about school 
business only and professional in tone.  

You must not use social network sites to communicate with students. Never comment about 

students on any electronic site and never post pictures of students anywhere. Students who do 
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these things may not be able to continue their teacher education program. This is an area 
always fraught with danger, but you are a student teacher, under auspices of a cooperating 
teacher, and you MUST NOT invite any source of controversy, regardless of the school policy.  

In addition, students are highly encouraged to edit and maintain only appropriate content on 
any internet site or email/instant messaging/chat room participation in which they engage (i.e., 
Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, Snapchat, YouTube, gaming, etc.). The students you will be 
teaching may have access to these sites. You may not even KNOW that they have access to 
these sites. Consider that photographs and comments you place on these pages are seen by 
people you may not intend to see them. Teachers are expected to be above reproach – to act 
with propriety at all times. Therefore, look at all the ways you communicate and change all 
‘settings’ to be completely innocent and professional (i.e., change phone message greetings, 
look at pictures you have posted – if you think there are problematic ones out there try and 
track them down and remove them, etc.). You must think of yourself as a teacher, not a 
student. Students should also be aware that employers are likely to look at your social media 
pages so don’t post anything you would not like them to see.  

• Students are encouraged to join a professional organization such as MSTA 
(www.msta.org, phone: 800-392-0532), NEA (www.nea.org, phone: 573-634-3202) or 
AFT (www.aft.org, phone: 800-900-2343).  

• Students are required to have valid teacher liability insurance during all fieldwork and 
student teaching experiences.  

• For the purposes of computing grade point average for teacher education admission 
purposes the procedure will be to round up using the standard rules for estimation.  

Note: If a student gets a grade lower than a “C”- in either content or education course work any 
time up to the start of student teaching, the student teaching placement may be rescinded and 
the student may have to withdraw from student teaching and/or the program.  

The Missouri Department of Elementary and Secondary Education (DESE) has adopted an 
alternate content GPA policy that teacher certification applicants can have a GPA of 2.75 when 
they apply for certification IF they pass the MoCA at 1 SEM (Standard Error of Measurement) 
above the qualifying score for their specific content test(s). Since Jewell no longer requires 
passing the MoCA prior to student teaching (only taking it once), IF Jewell teacher education 
students do not have the mandatory, usual 3.0 content GPA prior to student teaching, he/she is 
taking a risk by student teaching. IF the student does NOT either have a 3.0 content GPA OR a 
2.75 content GPA and a MoCA score that is 1 SEM above the qualifying score THEN Jewell will 
be unable to recommend that person for teacher certification.  

While clerical errors are rare, students need to take the responsibility for reviewing data used in 
determining eligibility for acceptance into teacher education programs and student teaching. 
The College reserves the right to correct clerical errors.  

http://www.msta.org/
http://www.nea.org/
http://www.aft.org/
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VI. Monitoring Student Progress in the Teacher 
Education Program  

The student is responsible for monitoring his/her own progress toward completion of a teacher 
education program at William Jewell College. The Department of Education (DOE) faculty and 
staff will assist the student by providing advising, and notices of deadlines, testing 
requirements, etc. To complete a teacher education program within a four-year degree 
program the student should use the four-year plans as guidelines.  

A student can declare a teacher education major upon entry into the college or at any time 
thereafter and should do so as soon as possible once he/she has decided to pursue teacher 
education. To declare a major a student can go to the Jewell Intranet 
(https://central.jewell.edu/) and log into the Etrieve system and then open the Major/Advisor 
Change Request to request the education major and an education advisor. Students can declare 
either an elementary education or a secondary education major (K-12 program applicants 
declare a secondary education major – including music majors). Declaration of a major DOES 
NOT CONSTITUTE admission to a teacher education program. Specific, state mandated and 
Jewell adopted, admission criteria for teacher education must be met before a student can be 
admitted to teacher education. Admission requirements are detailed later in this handbook.  

CARE TEAM 

Although the student has primary responsibility for monitoring his/her own progress toward 
teacher education program completion, the faculty also monitors each student’s progress. 
Because teacher education leads to entry to a profession, the Department of Education faculty 
has a responsibility to monitor the progress of students in acquiring the knowledge and skills 
necessary to be an effective teacher. To meet this obligation the faculty developed a “Care 
Team” procedure.  

Whenever a student does not demonstrate understanding of or practice a key attribute of an 
effective teacher a faculty member will initiate a “Care Team” form. This form identifies the key 
attributes of an effective teacher. If a “Care Team” form is initiated the faculty member will 
identify the nature of the issue. Once the form is completed the student will be counseled 
about the need for action, will develop action steps for acquiring the necessary 
knowledge/skills; sources of assistance will be identified, and dates will be set to monitor 
progress toward acquisition of the needed attribute(s).  

A student with multiple care team forms/career counseling sessions has demonstrated a 
pattern of poor performance and may be counseled out of the teacher education program if 
the student is not showing progress toward the required knowledge, skills, or professional 
practices.  

https://central.jewell.edu/
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VII. Fieldwork Overview  

FIELDWORK GOALS 

1. To provide education students a variety of teaching experiences in a variety of 
classrooms prior to student teaching.  

2. To enable students to become keen observers of children, the classroom environment, 
and the teaching-learning process.  

3. To provide opportunities for students to interact with diverse learners as a teacher, and 
to obtain some actual teaching experiences under the close supervision of the 
cooperating teacher.  

4. To enable students to develop a realistic view of the roles and responsibilities of 
teachers in an actual classroom setting.  

5. To encourage students to identify their strengths as potential teachers as well as those 
areas needing improvement.  

6. To make students more aware of both the challenges and the rewards of teaching.  
7. To apply strategies/techniques/practices studied in teacher education course work and 

reflect on the results of actions as a teacher (on student learning).  

In this time of transition from being a student to being a professional teacher, it is important 
that students begin to see themselves as lifelong learners rather than a student fulfilling a 
university requirement. Both school-based experiences and university coursework are vital and 
integral components of professional preparation. The way a student conducts themselves in 
these settings reflect on them as a professional.  

William Jewell College places an emphasis on continuous, meaningful fieldwork experiences. As 
noted elsewhere in this overview, every fieldwork is associated with course work and targeted 
assignments are made in those courses to promote increasingly complex understanding of how 
the teaching and learning process works as well as to build increasingly complex teaching skill 
sets. Five fieldwork experiences are required before student teaching. Student teaching 
comprises a full-year experience during the final year of the program.  

FIRST YEAR FIELDWORK ADVISING 

First year students enroll in EDU 206 and the accompanying fieldwork in the fall or spring 
depending upon when it fits in their schedule best.  

First year students then enroll in EDU 175 in the spring. 

FIELDWORK PLACEMENTS 

Fieldwork placements are made in the Kansas City area and are initiated by the Clinical, 
Compliance & Data Coordinator. Generally, placements will be within a 30-mile radius of Jewell. 
No student should ever attempt to make a placement for themselves in any way.  
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FIELDWORK AND STUDENT TEACHING SEQUENCE FOR K-12 PROGRAMS* 

Year 1-Spring (EDU 175) – Students complete FBI Background Check & FCSR forms and process.  
 
Year 2-Fall (EDU 214) – DESE Early Fieldwork 
 
Year 2-Spring No scheduled fieldwork – may take EDU 213 or EDU 225 as optional fieldwork. 
  
Year 3-Fall (EDU 311) - DESE Mid-level Fieldwork 
 
Year 3-Spring (EDU 315)  
 
*Music Education majors may need flexibility in semesters in which these are  
 

K-12 Field Special Circumstances 
All K-12 teacher certification fields must complete fieldwork/student teaching in a variety of 
school grade levels. 

Ordinarily, the student will be able to choose their preferred grade level for student teaching 
(elementary, middle or secondary) and teach in that setting for the first 3 quarters of the school 
year. The final quarter will include a student teaching experience in one of the other two 
settings.  

MUSIC 
Instrumental Music placements are almost always at the MS/HS level. Therefore, all music 
students will be placed at the Elementary level for at least one K-6 placement.  
 

SPANISH  
As Elementary foreign language instruction is rare – the placement coordinator will attempt to 
place students in an elementary school during their fieldwork sequencing (if available). 
However, most placements will be at the MS/HS level. The placement coordinator is 
responsible for tracking the student placements to ensure the student has experiences in at 
least two grade level settings (at least middle and secondary). 
 

GRADING 

Fieldwork is graded separate from course work. In order to receive a passing grade in a 
fieldwork course, you must successfully complete all of your fieldwork hours, and successfully 
complete assignments made in the related courses in the classroom environment. Successful 
completion of fieldwork includes not only being there for the required number of hours but 
performing professionally and well in the classroom as expected by the cooperating teacher 
and exhibiting professional behaviors and communication at all times. Fieldwork students must 
meet the expectations of the Jewell instructor(s) AND of the school cooperating teacher. 
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Students who do not perform successfully will be given feedback and if performance does not 
improve will either be asked to withdraw from fieldwork or will fail the experience.  
 

FIELDWORK REQUIRED TIME 

The teacher education student will arrange a weekly time that is mutually convenient with the 
cooperating teacher during the first visit to the school/classroom and then follow that schedule 
faithfully throughout the semester. Students must make initial fieldwork contact within the first 
3 weeks of placement or will be asked to drop the course. Students must complete 

approximately 40 hours total for each fieldwork experience. Fieldwork must be done for a 
minimum of 10 weeks during the semester. Teacher education students may NOT skip class or 
other Jewell required activities for fieldwork; doing so will result in a Care Team or other 
consequences.  

Student teaching is the summative fieldwork but is considered to be a different experience. 
Student teaching is a year-long and nearly full-time (~1000-1200 hours).  

CONFIDENTIALITY 

The Department of Education frequently provides student directory information to local 
districts/schools where students are placed for fieldwork and student teaching. This 
information is only shared with district personnel that are working directly with our students. 
Fieldwork students must sign the following forms each academic year:  

• Authorization to Release Student Information form, gives the Department of 
Education the authorization to release additional information requested from the 
districts for placement purposes (i.e., transcripts, background check results, health 
records, etc.).  

• Fieldwork Professional Standards form outlines key behaviors expected in fieldwork 
settings including keeping information about the school, children, teachers and 
parents confidential.  

• FERPA Policy in Fieldwork Settings form outlines the privacy of student records.  

PROFESSIONAL DRESS POLICY: 
The following policy is designed to promote a professional style of dress for all education 
students when visiting schools for clinical studies. Education is considered a profession, hence 
this policy. The following guidelines should apply during any visit to schools in fulfilling 
education course requirements:  
Appropriate, modest business attire:  

• Clothing that is clean and pressed and neat in appearance  

• Shells, sweaters, blouses or collared shirts  

• Pressed slacks, sport coats, dresses and skirts  

• Dress shoes  
 

Attire not deemed appropriate:  

• Jeans  
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• Shorts  

• Athletic clothing, ball caps or athletic shoes  

• Casual or beach footwear  

• Revealing clothing  

• Soiled or frayed clothing  

• T-shirts with promotional lettering, slogans, or large images  

Periodically, the school in which you may be completing a practicum or student teaching may 
sponsor a special school colors day or Chiefs or Royals Day. The Department of Education 
faculty encourage participation in such events as a signal of the Jewell student’s desire to be 
involved in school celebrations. However, if jeans are involved in such spirit days the faculty 
asks that Jewell students wear modest “parent” jeans; unobjectionable jeans that are not too 
tight and without holes or tears. Jewell student teachers should always act as a professional 
teacher and should not invite comment upon their dress as inappropriate or unprofessional.  

School districts (and the communities that they are in) vary widely in their social norms. 
Therefore, it is advised that students cover tattoos and remove all extraordinary ornamentation 
not currently accepted in the education profession, such as tongue studs, nose, brow and lip 
piercings, multiple ear piercings, unconventional colored, multi-colored, spiked or Mohawk 
hairstyles. Student teachers needs to familiarize themselves with their assigned district’s 
teacher dress code and comply with it.  

Fieldwork students should always consult with the principal or their mentor teacher regarding 
the established dress code for their particular assigned school. Dress codes vary by district, and 
it is the responsibility of the student to ensure their dress falls within the guidelines established 
by their assigned school.  

PROFESSIONAL CONDUCT 

Proceed with your fieldwork tasks efficiently and with as little disruption to the class as 
possible. Remain objective in your evaluation of the experience. Generally speaking, negative 
criticism is unwarranted and should not be offered. Problems should be discussed with your 
instructor and the Clinical, Compliance & Data Coordinator, in a confidential setting. Maintain a 
positive professional attitude. Your attitude, as well as your physical appearance, indicates your 
level of seriousness in the fieldwork.  

USE OF A CELL PHONE DURING FIELDWORK (WHILE IN THE SCHOOL BUILDING) IS 
PROHIBITED. Teacher education students are not to text/use a cell phone or other electronic 
device while in a K-12 classroom whether they are teaching or not.  

PROFESSIONAL ATTITUDE 

Become familiar with school rules. Be alert to standards set by the teacher. Avoid discussion of 
school incidents or specific children when you talk about your experiences. Keep all information 
about the school, children, teachers and parents confidential. Respect their privacy! Avoid 
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confrontations. Any concerns you have regarding your placement or relationship with the 
cooperating teacher should be brought to the instructor or Clinical, Compliance & Data 
Coordinator.  
 

PROFESSIONAL RELATIONSHIPS 

Remember that you are a guest in each classroom and your role is primarily that of a learner. 
Be a warm, responsive person who is genuinely interested in the teacher and the children, yet 
maintain enough emotional distance to be seen as a professional.  

The nature of your relationship with the students should be warm and respectful. Avoid 
becoming their “buddy” as you are an adult and authority figure in the classroom. Show that 
you care about each student but avoid becoming the “counselor.” You should maintain a 
professional demeanor at all times.  

Teachers want you to help in ways that are beneficial to their students and you. Always ask if 
there is something more you can do to help and to learn. The ways in which you ask questions 
are also critical. Do not give the impression of criticism or disapproval. Professional behavior 
will help you establish credibility with teachers, administrators and parents.  

During your fieldwork experience, you represent William Jewell College. You are expected to 
respect and advance the professional relationship that exists between your fieldwork site and 
the College.  

STUDENT FIELDWORK GUIDELINES 

Below are some responsibilities that might be assumed by students. Each fieldwork experience 
has a syllabus of assignments to complete. It is the teacher education student’s responsibility to 
discuss Jewell field-based course requirements and work out a mutually convenient time to 
conduct those activities in that classroom. Cooperating teachers should not feel pressured to 
change their class routine to accommodate Jewell teacher education student assignments. 
Teacher education students should not have full responsibility for the classroom, nor should 
they necessarily be restricted to the following activities. The goal of pre-student teaching 
fieldwork is to experience a variety of teacher activities and responsibilities.  

• Work on specific assignments or tasks with small groups of individuals.  

• Plan and teach lessons as appropriate.  

• Introduce instruction; give and explain directions for academic tasks.  

• Prepare/utilize instructional materials and/or technological applications.  

• Monitor individual and class learning with formative assessment tools (observation, 
running records).  

• HELP supervise students during morning/afternoon bus duty, passing periods, lunch 
or other activity periods. Note: a fieldwork student or student teacher should NEVER 
be the only adult under these circumstances; there must always be district 
employees responsible for children during these times.  

• Record assessment scores.  
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Note: According to guidelines established by the Department of Elementary and Secondary 
Education (DESE) Missouri Assessment Plan (MAP) testing examiners must be district 
employees and at a minimum meet the requirements of a paraprofessional and/or substitute. 
Student teachers and fieldwork students are not considered district employees and should NOT 
participate in MAP testing even if they possess a substitute certificate. 

Note: Student teachers may attend IEP conferences but if they are called upon to comment in 
these meetings they should clearly state that they are student teachers and name their 
cooperating teacher as the teacher of record (the cooperating teacher should be present at the 
IEP meeting).  

LESSON EVALUATION 

Every Jewell fieldwork teacher education student will teach a number of lessons. Lesson 
evaluation forms are provided by the fieldwork course instructor. It is the responsibility of the 
Jewell teacher education student to copy the lesson evaluation form and provide it to the 
cooperating teacher for their use whenever the teacher education student is going to teach a 
lesson. The cooperating teacher should then put the completed lesson evaluation form into a 
sealed envelope and return it to the Jewell teacher education student to return to the 
appropriate course’s instructor.  
 

TIME SHEETS/FIELDWORK LOGS 

The fieldwork teacher education student is required to complete 40 clock hours of fieldwork 
per placement. Time sheets are provided by the fieldwork course instructor. Timesheets are to 
be submitted to the instructor no later than the last day of classes for the semester, 
countersigned by the cooperating teacher. If a student is found to have forged any time or a 
cooperating teacher signature, the student will be dropped from fieldwork, receive a failing 
grade, and be reported to the Provost for not abiding by the Jewell Honor Code.  
 

COOPERATING TEACHER RESPONSIBILITIES 

Provide a setting where William Jewell students can be actively involved in a local classroom. 
See the list above for ideas on how to get the student involved and please ask the Jewell 
teacher education students about the assignments that they must complete for this fieldwork. 
(Note: It is important to allow the student adequate planning time and access to necessary 
resources so that the student can be well prepared for this beginning experience.) Again, the 
cooperating teacher’s duty is to his/her classroom first. The Jewell teacher education student 

should work closely and early with the cooperating teacher to get Jewell course assignments 
done in the fieldwork classroom. If any conflict arises it is the Jewell teacher education 
student’s responsibility to speak to the instructor to work out a solution.  

In addition to the lesson evaluation, described above, cooperating teachers are asked to 
complete an overall evaluation of the student’s performance in the classroom. The overall 
evaluation is an electronic survey sent to the cooperating teacher in an email near the end of 

the semester.  
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VIII. Teacher Education Testing Requirements  

Note: the Servicemen’s Readjustment Act allows for testing fees to be waived or supplemented. 
If you are attending school under that law’s provisions please consult the Clinical and 
Compliance Coordinator about this possibility WELL in advance of signing up to take these 
required examinations.  
 
MISSOURI GENERAL EDUCATION ASSESSMENT 

Missouri General Education Assessment (MoGEA) tests critical thinking and intellectual skills. 
This exam is computer-based, multiple-choice exam that includes four subtests: Reading 
Comprehension & Interpretation, Mathematics, Science & Social Studies, and Writing.  

Students must have an ACT composite of 21 or higher, including the writing score OR a passing 
score on all MoGEA subtests. Students who have a 21 ACT composite but didn’t take the writing 
portion of the ACT will have to take and pass the writing portion of the MoGEA. Students taking 
the MoGEA will become ineligible for admission to teacher education at Jewell if they cannot 
pass the necessary portions of the MoGEA within their first three tries.  

Test scores are available between 2-6 weeks after taking the assessment (depending on when 
you take the assessment). A period of 30 days must elapse between test dates for re-takes. The 
minimum Jewell MoGEA scores are as follows:  

• Reading Comprehension & Interpretation 220  

• Writing 220  

• Mathematics 220  

• Science & Social Studies 220  

To avoid delays in progression towards a degree, students should take the MoGEA exam as 
soon as they have earned a total of 45 or more credit hours. Students can take the exam sooner 
than that if they feel they are likely to pass the test.  

Students will not be considered for admission into the Department of Education, nor will they 
be able to enroll in 300 level Education courses, until they pass this assessment or meet the 
minimum ACT requirement. William Jewell College has a three-time limit within which students 
must take and pass all sections of the MoGEA; that means three times total – regardless of 
where you physically took the test. (If you already took the test before you get here — that 
counts; if you take the test on another campus while you are a student here, that counts; etc.)  

William Jewell College has a limited number of Fee Waivers to assist with the cost of this 
assessment. Please contact the Department of Education Clinical, Compliance & Data 
Coordinator for information on how to obtain a Fee Waiver Application. Application does not 
guarantee an award. 
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CONTENT AREA ASSESSMENT 

Missouri Content Assessments (MoCA) are used to assess content knowledge of teacher 
candidates in order to ensure that they possess the content knowledge to teach effectively. The 
State of Missouri requires that the required content test(s) be passed for teacher certification.  

All teacher education students must take the MoCA once prior to student teaching.  

Failure to pass the MoCA will affect where and POSSIBLY IF, the student teacher can be placed 
for student teaching since some districts require passage of MoCA prior to student teaching. 
Students are advised to take the MoCA prior to student teaching. One MoCA score must be in 
each prospective student teacher’s file by the March Jewell advising date therefore the 
February testing window (reported in March) is the LATEST time that prospective student 
teachers can take the MoCA. [Test windows will be sent to all junior teacher education students 
by the Jewell Placement Coordinator in emails several times during the junior year – PLEASE 
READ YOUR JEWELL EMAIL!]  

IF a prospective student teacher does not PASS the MoCA prior to the Fall semester advising 
(and hence registration for student teaching), it is up to the prospective student teacher to take 
the risk of registering for student teaching without having met this teacher certification testing 
requirement. If a student chooses to take this risk and student teach without having passed 
MoCA and subsequently still does not pass this required examination then Jewell will NOT 
recommend the student for teacher certification DESPITE the fact that student teaching was 
completed. These are high stakes thus prospective student teachers should take test 
preparation seriously and make every effort to pass the MoCA on the first attempt.  

All teachers need depth of knowledge to teach effectively. If student’s fail to pass the Missouri 
Content Assessment (MoCA) after two tries the faculty has serious concern about their ability 
to pass that examination and to finish the program.  

Elementary education students must take and pass TWO subtests – one in Humanities (English 
Language Arts and social sciences) and the other Math/Science. Secondary education students 
will have to take and pass content tests in their field. For some fields there will are multiple 
subtests that must be passed.  

A list of the currently required Missouri content tests can be found at 
www.mo.nesinc.com/PageView.aspx?f=GEN_Tests.html. 

Frameworks for these assessments are available on the Missouri Educator Gateway 
Assessments (MEGA) website, 
www.mo.nesinc.com/PageView.aspx?f=HTML_FRAG/GENRB_PrepFramework.html.  

These frameworks provide an outline of the content on the MoCA, and the student should 
examine them in order to organize their study for the required examination(s). The current 
passing score for all content tests and subtests is 220.  

https://www.mo.nesinc.com/PageView.aspx?f=GEN_Tests.html
https://www.mo.nesinc.com/PageView.aspx?f=HTML_FRAG/GENRB_PrepFramework.html
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The cost to register for the Content Assessment varies widely, depending on the assessment 
taken, plus any additional fees charged by the test center. Students taking these Missouri 
required tests should expect to spend between $100 and $300 on this assessment. William 
Jewell College has a limited number of Fee Waivers to assist with the cost of this assessment. 
Please contact the Department of Education Clinical, Compliance & Data Coordinator for 
information on how to obtain a Fee Waiver Application. Application does not guarantee an 
award.  

MISSOURI EDUCATOR EVALUATION SYSTEM (MEES) 
Student teacher competency is assessed by the Missouri Educator Evaluation System. Jewell 
supervisors will use the Missouri MEES forms which can be found on the Missouri Department 
of Elementary and Secondary Education website (dese.mo.gov/educator-quality/educator-
effectiveness/educator-standards/teacher-standards). This assessment and the Student 
Teaching Lesson Plan Notebook/Portfolio is used to determine the grade for Student Teaching. 
The Rubric is found in the Student Teaching Handbook which can be found in the policy library 
on Jewell Central. There is no cost for MEES.  
 

IX. Internship Policy 
Definition: An Internship enables student teachers to be a teacher of record in the field and grade level 
for which they are becoming certified (on a Provisional or Permanent Substitute teaching certificate) 
while student teaching and to be paid for that position by the hiring school district. This does NOT 
include periodic daily substituting during student teaching but means assumption of professional 
responsibility for the classroom.  
 
All daytime courses must be completed before a student teacher will be considered for an Internship. 
MAT students may complete all day classes in their first year or undergraduate students may 
complete all day classes the spring before student teaching I begins in the Fall to be eligible for a full-
year internship.  
 
Eligibility alone will not ensure an Internship. All internships MUST originate from the District.  
Spring only internships may be possible if requested by a District. 
 
Note: An Internship is STILL student teaching and still requires a student teaching placement per the 
Jewell-District Memorandum of Understanding with the District. The Placement is requested by 
William Jewell College and granted by the School District. Student Teachers cannot request their own 
placement NOR an Internship arrangement.  
 
All Jewell Student Teaching policies that are not directly influenced by the Internship Policy remain in 
effect whether the student teacher is doing an approved internship or not. 
 
Placements must be in a public-school position that offers a teaching role within the student teacher’s 
certification area and grade level. Location of the Internship should be within 30 miles of Jewell so 
that Jewell Department of Education can maintain adequate supervision of the student teacher.  
 

https://dese.mo.gov/educator-quality/educator-effectiveness/educator-standards/teacher-standards
https://dese.mo.gov/educator-quality/educator-effectiveness/educator-standards/teacher-standards
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Student Teacher Qualifications: If an exceptional graduating student [see criteria below] who has only 
one semester of student teaching to complete is offered a teaching position, the Department of 
Education will consider arranging an internship under the following circumstances. 
 
In a written petition to the Department of Education faculty the student will:  

• Present official evidence in writing of potential employment offers from the district. 

• Request an internship placement.  

• Offer evidence that the applicant is an exceptional teacher education student by providing 
the following data:  
o Successful completion of Student Teaching I. 
o Eligibility for a provisional certificate in the grade level and field to be taught. 
o Evidence of 3.0 or better GPA in Education and content field. 
o Excellent evaluations from early field experiences.  
o No care team referrals.  

 
Jewell Education Consideration: Upon receipt of written document from the student, the Department 
of Education faculty will consider the petition at the next regularly scheduled faculty meeting and notify 
the student in writing of the Department’s decision about whether to sponsor the internship or not. If 
the internship is approved the student is responsible for supplying the Department with the appropriate 
school district documentation to process the internship arrangements. In determining whether an 
internship is appropriate for a student teacher, the Education Faculty will examine the following factors: 

• Whether the student teacher meets the stated requirements for an internship, described above. 

• Evidence of internship agreement from the school district and contract offer for student 
teacher/intern. 

• The appropriateness of the internship placement, in terms of content/grade level, quality of 
district/building supervision, and suitability of district-provided cooperating teacher II/mentor. 
[Content field and grade level must match the certification being sought.] 

• Ability of the William Jewell College Education Department to provide appropriate, regular 
student teaching supervision at the placement site. 

Internship Agreements 

Under an Internship agreement, the School District must:  

• Hire, contract with, and pay the student teacher as the teacher of record or long-term 
substitute. If the District lists the Student Teacher as the Teacher of Record under either 
scenario then the Student Teacher must be paid the minimum salary or the District does not 
qualify for state aid [per DESE]. 

• Designate and facilitate the required teaching certificate process (provisional or long-term 
Substitute or TAC only for MAT student teachers who already hold a baccalaureate degree).  

• Confirm the Internship request and parameters in writing to the Jewell Department of Education 
verifying the hire of the Student Teacher and stipulating that the District will: 
o Keep the Student Teacher in the same building they have been placed for Student Teaching. 
o Provide a Cooperating Teacher/Mentor who will advise and support the Student Teacher 

and who will complete all required MEES evaluations 3-4/ semester. [If a Cooperating 
Teacher has been assigned prior to an Internship agreement, that Cooperating Teacher will 
continue to work with the Student Teacher Intern unless all parties agree to a change.] 
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o NOT change the initially agreed upon placement nor the Cooperating Teacher/Mentor 
without consultation of, and agreement by, William Jewell College Director of Student 
Teaching (currently the Education Chair).  

• If the school receives Title I.A. funds, they must provide all parents with notice that their child 
has been assigned or taught (for more than 4 consecutive weeks) by a person who is not 
appropriately certified.  

• Treat the Student Teacher both as an employee and as a College student still engaged in the 
learning process; providing appropriate support to the Student Teacher in the latter role. 

 

Under an Internship agreement, William Jewell College Department of Education must: 

• Decide on Internship application as quickly as is possible. 

• Supervise the Student Teacher at least every other week (regular student teaching supervision). 

• Provide a college supervisor for the Student Teacher, who will evaluate the student teacher 
using the State-mandated teacher evaluation system at least every other week (equivalent to 
regular student teaching supervision). The college supervisor must be an approved employee of 
the College and possess at least an M.A., have supervisory experience, and 3+ years of teaching 
experience at the grade level/subject area. 

• Complete all required MEES evaluations. 

• Advise, oversee, and facilitate Student Teacher required assignment and coursework 
completion.  

• Facilitate a Provisional Teaching Certificate as requested by the District. 
 

Under an Internship agreement, the Student Teacher must: 

• Apply for an internship and be approved for an Internship by Jewell’s Department of 
Education. 

• Apply for the designated teaching certificate in collaboration with Jewell’s Department of 
Education and the School District (consult the Jewell Certification Officer for assistance with 
that process).  

• Negotiate, carefully read and understand the terms of, and sign a contract for employment 
with the School District.  
o NOTE: the Student Teacher should NOT sign contract with the District until after the 

Internship has been approved by the William Jewell College Department of Education 
faculty.  

o NOTE: the contract with the District is a legally binding document between the Student 
Teacher and the District; William Jewell College has is NOT a party to the employment 
contract. 

• Complete all obligations for student teaching and teacher education program completion 
through William Jewell College including completion of all assignments and coursework required 
for graduation from whichever program the Student Teacher is enrolled. 

• Recognize that you have more responsibilities under an Internship, and satisfactorily complete 
both their job obligations to the District and their coursework obligations to Jewell instructors.  

• Affirm understanding that all College coursework, requirements, and policies still apply and that 
all teacher education program, certification, and degree requirements must be completed and 
met prior to degree completion and teacher certification. IF a Student Teacher fails a course due 
to the heavy workload of an internship, he/she will need to retake the course in accordance 
with the policies of the College.  
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• Complete all contractual obligations to the hiring School District. 
 

X. Related Content Fields for MAT Admission 

Alternative Teacher Education 
Program Field 

Related Fields of Study 

Art K-12 Any studio art degree; Art/Graphic Design; Architecture with some 
studio art; Digital Media Design; Film Animation; Fashion Design; 
Visual Arts; Art Therapy 

Biology 9-12 Any Biology (Molecular, cell, Micro, Neuro, Marine, Botany, 
structural); Biochem; Biophysics; BioTech; Clinical Laboratory 
Science; Biomedical sciences; Pre-med program with foundational 
sciences; Nursing; Medicine; Genetics; Immunology; 
Anatomy/Physiology; Ecology/Environmental Science; Evolution; 
Forensics; Nature Conservation 

Business 9-12  Business Administration; Accounting; Advertising; Marketing; 
Economics; Finance; Entrepreneurship; International Business, E-
commerce; Human Resources; Business Law; Management; 
Emergency Management; Blockchain studies; Logistics 

Chemistry 9-12 Any Chemistry; Biochemistry; Chemical Engineering; Clinical 
Laboratory Science; Environmental Science with Chem background; 
Forensics; Pharmaceutical Science 

Chinese K-12  Equivalent Chinese Language/Literature study 
Earth Science 9-12 Geology; Earth Science; Geosciences; Geochemistry; Environmental 

Sciences; Paleontology; Seismology; Atmospheric 
Sciences/Meteorology; Chemical Physics; Forensic Chemistry; 
Physical Sciences 

English 9-12 Any English/Language Arts/Linguistics /Literature/Writing; 
Communication & Rhetoric; Journalism with some literature 
background 

Family & Consumer Sci K-12 Family & Consumer Sciences; Nutrition; Health; Family Psychology; 
Fashion Design; Food Science; Interior Design; Consumer economics 

French K-12 Equivalent French Language/Literature study 

German K-12 Equivalent German Language/Literature study 
Health 9-12 Health; Nutrition; Nursing; Medicine; Physical Therapy; 

Anatomy/Physiology; Kinesiology; Exercise Physiology; Athletic 
Training; Modern Fitness; Wellness 

Instrumental Music K-12  Any Music with some applied study. 

Journalism 9-12 Journalism; English; Writing; Communication; Broadcasting; Media 
Studies; Public Relations; Photojournalism; Newswriting & 
Reporting; Mass Media; Digital Media 

Marketing 9-12 Marketing; Communication; Journalism; Advertising; Public 
Relations 
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Math 9-12 Any Math/Computer Science/Physics; Engineering/Design; Artificial 
Intelligence; Virtual Reality Engineering; Data Science; Logistics 
Analysis; Robotics; Cybersecurity/Digital Forensics 

Physical Education K-12 Physical Education; Athletic Training; Exercise Science; Human 
Performance 

Physics 9-12 Any Physics; Civil/Architectural/Nuclear/ Aerospace Engineering; 
Astronomy; Electronics/Nanotechnology 

Social Studies 9-12 History; Political Science; Public Policy, Government; Sociology; 
Economics; Law; Social Sciences. 

Spanish K-12  Equivalent Spanish Language/Literature study 

Speech & Theatre 9-12 Communication; Acting; Theatre; Speech; Public Performance; 
Debate; Musical theatre; Mass Media; Broadcast Media; Film 
Studies 

Vocal Music K-12 Any Music with applied study 
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